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Abstract
In this thesis, we deal with digital image sequences produced by an infrared detector
array. The image sequences are characterized by large variations in noise and gray level
statistics from one frame to the next. Moreover, owing to a number of defective pixels in the
detector array, the frames are deliberately shifted from each other to improve the statistical
properties of the signal and minimize noise. This and the inherent pointing uncertainty of
the instrument result in random errors in frame positioning larger than a few pixels. This
thesis discusses two point-feature based techniques to register such frames.
Image registration, in general, deals with the establishment of correspondence between
images of the same scene. In order to establish this correspondence, two point-feature
extraction andmatching algorithms have been developed and evaluated. The basic approach
in both algorithms is to determine a multidimensional space of possible transformation
parameters and choose a point in this space with the maximum probability of occurrence.
Both algorithms make use of a localized histogram equalization and a thresholding function
for feature extraction. The first relies on a priori information about the image sequences,
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that they are only translated from each other and not rotated, dilated or skewed, to generate
a 2D space of possible shifts and a probability density function associated with this space.
We then pick out the displacement with the highest probability ofoccurrence as our solution.
The second algorithm also considers rotation by matching points in the two frames based
on their relative distances from other points in their respective frames. From this initial
match, we determine a 3D space of rotation and translation transformation parameters and
the probability associated with each point in this space. Just as in the first algorithm,
we again pick out the points that produced transformation parameters with the highest
probability of occurrence.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Image Reduction
In this thesis, we deal with a source of infrared astronomical images with poor signalto
noise characteristics. Because of this, instead of taking a single image of the source object,
we take a sequence of frames all centered around the source to increase the statistical
properties of the signal and minimize the noise. Also, to circumvent problems due to
defective pixels in the detector array, images are mostly taken in a
'dithered'
pattern. That
is, each frame is laterally shifted from the previous and the next frame to form a 5 point
cross pattern as shown in figure 1.1. The dithering, therefore, avoids loss of information
due to damaged pixels by ensuring that the target object, in each frame, is always imaged
by a different set of pixels from those in the previous and next frame. Rather than taking
a single image of the source, a sequence of images all centered around the source is found
to be more useful, since the sequence contains more information than a single frame. In
order to extract the useful information from a sequence of frames, the entire sequence is
registered and combined into one image with very good signal-to-noise characteristics. In
this section, we shall explain the steps that constitute the image reduction process.
The experimentation done for this project made use of images obtained from the
SPIREX telescope [8] at the South Pole. The SPIREX telescope is an instrument equipped
Figure 1.1: The 5 point 'dithered' cross pattern
with a 1024 x 1024 element infrared detector camera known as ABU. The instrument itself
is located at the South Pole to make use of intrinsic advantages of imaging in an extremely
cold environment. The telescopecamera arrangement with the help of an operator takes
pictures of various sources in the night sky at the South Pole and transfers them via satellite
to another part of the world to be reduced.
Assuming that the gain of each pixel in the array has been normalized, each frame
in the astronomical image sequence is represented by a convolution of the original source
with the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the detection system and an additive background
factor.
Z{X) = g(X) * y(X) + n{X)
= u{X) + n{X)
Where Z(X) is the final image, g(X) is the resultant PSF of the detection system, y(X)
the target object to be imaged and n(X) is a random variable representing the background
in the image. u{X) = g(X) * y{X) represents the convolution of the g(X) with y(X).
The main purpose of the entire reduction process is to make as good an estimate of
u(X) as possible, given Z(X).
In the case of the South Pole images, it is found that E[n(X)] - E[u(X)] > 0, i.e the
background is much greater than the signal at each point. Owing to this, the target becomes
difficult to perceive. It therefore becomes necessary to compute an estimate of n(X)VX and
subtract it from Z(X). Given a sequence of images Z0(X),Zi(X),Z2(X), ... , Zn-i(X),
one can calculate an estimate of n(X) by taking an average or median of all Zi(X),i =
0,1,2,...,7V-1
h(X) = Median[Z0,ZuZi^.^ZN-r]
OR
"W = it,z<
i=0
where n(X) is an estimate of the background, n(X) at each and every pixel in the array
X. One should be careful while computing n(X) as it should not contain any portion of
the signal u(X). For this reason, the median operation is found to be more advantageous
than the mean since the median intrinsically eliminates outlying pixels. In practice, several
methods exist to calculate h(X). Two commonly used approaches are,
1. While taking an image sequence, a number of sky frame crosses containing images of
a relatively clear portion of the sky are introduced. A median through the closest set
of these 'sky' frames can provide an n{X) for a set of source frames.
2. Calculate the h(X) for each frame in the sequence by taking a median through a
specified number of neighboring frames.
The difference operation involves subtracting the background estimate from Z(X). It
can be denoted by
u{X) = Z(X) - n(X)
where u{X) is the estimate of u(X) obtained by the above operation.
Since n(X) and n(X) are both random variables, the subtraction n(X) h(X) results
in another random variable centered around zero with twice the variance of either n(X) or
n(X). Therefore,
u(X) = u(X) + h(X)
where h(X) = n(X) - h(X).
Since our aim is to make an estimate of u(X), we hypothesize that given a sequence of
images, uq, u\, H2, . . . , ujv-i, when N is large,
u(X) = Median[uo,ui,U2,-- ,un-i]
OR
, N-l
i=0
Based on this, we describe the reduction process of an image sequence as consisting of the
following steps:
1. Estimation of the background radiation: This is essentially the process of es
timating n(X). In order to make an estimate of the background, a number of 'sky
frame crosses'are interspersed with the source frames. These sky frames are images of
portions of the sky that do not contain significant numbers of bright objects. They are
essentially images of a relatively clear portion of the sky taken in a dithered pattern.
A median through the closest cross of sky frames can provide the background estimate
for a set of source frames. Alternately, an estimate of the background radiation of
a source frame can also be made by taking a median through its neighboring source
frames.
2. Subtraction of the background radiation: In this step, we subtract n(X) from
each Z{X) to produce a sequence of u(X)s. In practice, in addition to the subtraction,
we also normalize the gain of each pixel by a process called 'flat-fielding'. The image of
the background estimate is subtracted from each of the source frames in the set after
adjusting for the mean level in the images. This action results in the formation of a
sequence of difference images each of whose noise has a probability density function
centered around zero with variance approximately equal to twice those of the noise in
the original image. This can be proved as follows.
Let n(X) be the background in a frame and h(X), its estimate that has been adjusted
such that it has the same mean and variance as n(X). If /j, and a2 are the mean and
variance of each of the images, then
E[n(X)} = E[n(X)}
= /i
E[n{Xf] = E[h{Xf]
=
*2 + 2
Now, the mean of the difference can be denoted by
E[n(X)] = E[n(X) - n(X)}
= E[n{X)}-E[n{X)}
= P- M
= 0
and the variance by
E[n{Xf) = E[(n(X)-h(X))2]-E[(n(X)-h(X))}2
= E[n{Xf - 2n(X)n(X) + n(X)2} - 0
= E[n(X)2] - 2E[n(X)n(X)} + E[n(X)2]
=
(a2
+M2)-2/x2+
((72
+ M2)
=
2a2
In practice,
E[n(X)] w 0
and,
E[h(X)2] fa 2a2
An appropriately chosen
piece-wise1 linear function can be used to scale the intensity
in each of the frames to 256 levels for display on a standard monitor.
Figure 1.2 shows us an image Z(X) from the original sequence and the same image
after the estimated noise n(X) has been subtracted from it. As is evident, the noise
subtraction brings out all the features in an infrared astronomical image.
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Figure 1.2: Effect of Noise subtraction
3. Registration: This involves shifting the images with respect to the reference image
so that all the bright objects in the images 'line up' together. Owing to the lack of
a suitably robust automated procedure, this step has often been done manually by
selecting points for registration with a mouse. This thesis aims to supplant this kind
of registration, in cases where the source has multiple control points, with a robust
auto-registration system that automatically selects points from every image in the
sequence and matches them intelligently.
4. Combination: The last step is to combine the registered images into one image.
Before doing this, the mean level of each of the images in the sequence is brought
xThe term refers to an operation whereby two constants a and j3 are chosen such that the pixels in each
frame between \i aa and n + pa are scaled between 0 and 255 where fi is the mean and a is the standard
deviation of the image. Pixels below fj, aa are scaled to 0 and those above n + f3a are scaled to 255.
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to that of the reference image and all defective pixels are set to a very low negative
number. Combination involves taking a median or a mean through each pixel in the
image sequence. If the full field of view formed by the component images is to be
preserved, the final result of this algorithm will be an image of dimensions larger than
those of any of the original frames owing to the shifts introduced by the registration
step. Moreover, a POCS2-based combination algorithm [1, 18, 28] can be used to
produce an image with higer resolution than the component frames by making use of
information about the sub-pixel shifts between the frames.
Since the main concentration of this thesis is on registration we shall explore this topic
in greater detail.
1.2 Registration
Existing image registration techniques broadly fall into two categories:
1. Area-based methods [19].
2. Feature-based methods [13].
1.2.1 Area-based Methods
In these algorithms, a small window of points in the first image is statistically compared
with windows of the same size in the second image, much like cross-correlation algorithms
for motion estimation in Video Processing. The various types of cross-correlation algorithms
differ in [18]:
the matching criteria (e.g., maximum cross-correlation, minimum error etc.)
search strategy (e.g., three-step search, multi-resolution etc.)
2The method of Projections Onto Convex Sets (POCS) is used in Video Processing to obtain frames of
resolution higher than that of the sensor.
Due to the large variations in pixel values among neighbors within a given frame and
among frames for a given pixel, our earlier experimentation with registration efforts based
solely on intensity mapping have been found to be not very effective. The large amount
of random noise in each frame is found to hinder techniques based on cross correlation
and matched filtering operations. It is possible to improve the sharpness of correlation by
filtering the noise in each frame by some preprocessing step. Although this increases the
performance of the correlation, it also renders the algorithm more sensitive to 'outliers', i.e.
content present in one image but not in the other. Also, the preprocessing may tend to
throw out information that is vital at the correlation step.
We implemented a three level multi-resolution correlation algorithm that returned the
lateral displacement at which mean-squared error (MSE) was minimum. The MSE itself,
however, was found to be not a very good indicator of the accuracy of the registration
since as high as 80 per cent of the shifts returned by the algorithm were incorrect. In
addition, each frame requires 4 billion multiplications (squaring operations) which makes
the algorithm extremely slow.
1.2.2 Feature-based Methods
These algorithms seek to extract and match corresponding features in the two frames to be
registered [32, 12, 30]. They generally consist of the following four steps:
1. Feature (control-point) extraction from the two frames to be registered.
2. Matching of features from each of the frames.
3. Matched pairs of features are used to estimate a mapping function between the two
frames
4. The mapping function is used to spatially register the two frames.
Among these steps, steps 3 and 4 can be automated and a number of commercial
software packages (such as ENVI3, ARC/INFO4, ERDAS Imagine5) are available to do
this. The first two steps, however, still require manual intervention. The bulk ofwork done
in this thesis is to automate these two steps.
The various kinds of feature-matching algorithms differ widely from each other in the
type of image segmentation algorithm used to extract features, the type of features that are
extracted and the method in which the features are matched. The algorithms developed
through this thesis make use of a localized statistical scaling function that extracts point
sources (stars) from each image. The positions of the stars are matched using two different
methods to yield the lateral shifts between images.
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents information about past work
done in this field and the terminology used in the thesis. Chapter 3 provides the preliminary
design and theory for the auto-registration algorithm and also the strategies to test its
effectiveness. Chapter 4 presents the results of the algorithms on various kinds of datasets6
We offer some conclusions and recommendations in chapter 5 followed by the appendices
and references.
Most of the simulations for this research were done in IDL and at least part of the IDL
code developed was ultimately incorporated in the software pipeline that is used to process
the South Pole images.
3Copyright Better Solutions Consulting LLC, Boulder CO
4Copyright Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc.
5Erdas User's Guide, Erdas Corp., Atlanta, GA
6Each dataset represents a sequence of images of a particular source taken at the South Pole.
Chapter 2
Background
Image registration is the process of geometrically aligning two or more images of the same
scene. Researchers from different areas of imaging have developed algorithms tailored to
suit their particular classes of image sequences. Some important applications of registration
have been in the areas of:
Remote sensing
Medical imaging
Video processing
Astronomy
2.1 Remote Sensing
Much work has been done in registration of remotely sensed imagery, especially those of
Landsat and spot images. Li et al. [15] have proposed an innovative contour-matching
algorithm that codes the edges in an image by an improved chain code. It then proceeds
to match chain codes in the reference and sensed image, given the fact that the codes
themselves are unchanged by rotation or translation. An algorithm to register SPOT and
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Landsat images by automatic recognition of corresponding structures in both images has
been proposed by Ventura et al. in [32]. Ton and Jain [30] have discussed a method
to register Landsat images by point matching. Another technique, also based on point
matching, has been proposed byMount et al. [17]. This technique uses the partial Hausdorff
distance as a measure of similarity. Goshtasby et al. [12] have used a clustering technique
based on a technique by Stockman et al. [26] to match points between the reference and
sensed image. Shekhar et al. [25] have proposed a multisensor image registration system
that estimates the transformation between the reference and sensed image by a feature
matching mechanism. Flusser and Suk [7] discuss a method of feature matching by use of
affine moment invariants (AMI's). They use a sobel mask to filter out the features that
need to be registered. Ranade and Rosenfeld [21] have discussed a point matching algorithm
that uses an iterative relaxation technique to maximize a function of the position difference
between points similar to the lateral shifts estimation algorithm developed in this thesis.
However, rather than use a statistical approach, they formulate a 'merit score' for each
possible displacement. Their algorithm is no more robust than the lateral shifts algorithm
and is computationally more intensive by a factor of iV2 where N is the number of points
to be matched in each of the two images.
The point matching algorithms that use parameter clustering, especially those by Gosh
tasby [12] and Stockman [26] pick out a set of three points from the total number of points
in the reference image and try matching it with various combinations of three points in the
target image. Although, these algorithms can detect scale, rotation and translation, they
are extremely computationally intensive. Assuming that we have 2 images with N points
each, the number of computations required to pick out combinations of 3 points from each
is NCz. The total number of operations required to match each point in one image to one
in the other is {NCo,)2 which corresponds in complexity to 0(N6).
A later algorithm by Chang, Cheng and Wu [2] lowers the complexity to 0(AT4) by
using a 2D s 6 space to determine the optimal scale and rotation. It then uses this
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information to calculate translation. In this thesis, we have attempted to further reduce
this complexity by trading off scale in one case and both scale and rotation in the other.
2.2 Medical Imaging
Medical Imaging often requires registration of data from different modalities such that the
complementary information from the different data sets can be combined. Sometimes, data
is registered with an 'atlas' which consists of a volume of unique anatomical structures
manually segmented by an expert. The data can then be examined for anomalies with
respect to the atlas after registration [3]. Rohr [24] discusses a point extraction method by
3D operators which employ first-order partial derivatives of an image. Lester and Arridge
[14] present a number of hierarchical non-linear registration techniques to match feature
points from the source and target images. A method for matching homologous surfaces
using elastic transformations has been demonstrated by Gabrani and Tretiak in [9] . Elastic
matching has also been used by Gee [10] to match brain volumes. Studholme et al. [27]
mention a method of measuring alignment as a function of the information content (joint
entropy) in the source and target image. Ding, Shalev and Gluchev [5] have demonstrated a
p-6 technique to match corresponding fiducial markers from two images. A similar method
is proposed in this thesis with some important differences that deal with the statistics of
astronomical images.
Most of the registration control points in medical imaging are artificially introduced
fiducials and a majority of the algorithms that are used to register them rely on this fact.
Also, most of the algorithms developed for medical imaging have been those that actually
transform images once the registration points are known. The registration points themselves
are often selected by an operator.
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2.3 Video Processing
Registration in video processing is very important for motion tracking, superresolution and
compression. Block-based motion estimation that uses block correlation is very frequently
used in most of the standard video formats (MPEG, H.263). Optical flow equation (OFE)
methods are also discussed in [18]. Several pel-recursive techniques have also been explored
by Robbins and Netravali [22] and Walker and Rao [33] . Feature based algorithms are very
rarely implemented in video processing because of the complexity of the feature extraction
algorithms and also because the kind of registration required in video is very coarse. They
do, however, find use in machine vision applications. An evolutionary algorithm for registra
tion of 3D surface representations has been presented in [6] . Zheng and Chellapa [34] have
proposed an automatic feature point extraction and tracking technique for arbitrary cam
era motion. In this approach, image rotation is obtained by taking the difference between
estimated illuminant directions, under the assumption that the images are taken at about
the same time (or under the same stationary source of illumination) . The same technique
cannot be applied to the South Pole images owing to the distance of the target from the
Earth. Since the illuminant's own illumination and background radiation not associated
with the target often dominate the image, the angle of rotation cannot be determined using
the kind of approach described in [34] .
2.4 Astronomy
Most traditional astronomical image registration techniques also make use of cross corre
lation or phase correlation to find out the relative shifts between frames. Astronomical
images have the intrinsic advantage that their displacement can be modeled by affine trans
formations. Perspective transformations are unnecessary due to the distance of the target
being imaged from the detector. Adorf [1] discusses registration followed by POCS-based
reconstruction of images taken by the Wide Field and Planetary Camera 2 onboard the
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Hubble Space Telescope. Thorpe and Fraser [29] have developed an area-based correlation
technique for point to point registration of images recorded in a sequence by an astronomical
telescope down to sub-pixel accuracy. Very rarely have non-correlation based techniques
been used to perform registration with astronomical images. A method for complex image
registration by use of a hopfield neural network has also been discussed in [20] . The features
used for the registration themselves are artificially inserted fiducials. An innovative set of
World Coordinate System based registration tools have been designed for IRAF7 in [4].
The displacement between frames is estimated by doing pixel to celestial coordinate and
vice versa transformations. We however find that this method is limited by the pointing
accuracy of the SPIREX telescope in the case of the South Pole images. It is observed
that the right ascension (RA) and declination (DEC) read off the headers in the south pole
images when transformed into pixel coordinates exhibit random errors greater than a few
pixels.
In general, many types of algorithms have been proposed and evaluated in the past to
automatically extract and match features. Most of the feature extraction algorithms used
have been digital filters in the form ofwavelets, Gabor functions, Sobel operators and Log of
Gaussian functions. Several feature extraction algorithms based on local statistics have also
been used in the past for image enhancement. Van Bebber et al. [31] used local statistics
to enhance images of chromosomal bands, Mardia et al. [16] used them for interpretation
of digitally scanned fingerprints and Rohr [23] used them to detect edges and corners.
Very little literature exists on feature-based registration for astronomical images. This
may be because the absence of high-frequency content (other than random noise) from these
images greatly hinders conventional frequency selective feature extraction. In the following
chapters, a system to extract point features based on local statistics and robustly match
them is developed. The system is highly resistant to noise while being computationally
optimal at the same time.
7Image Reduction and Analysis Facility
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Chapter 3
Approach
3.1 Statement of the Problem
Our task is to design a system that can accurately determine the displacement between
two given frames in a sequence. The system should be robust enough to overcome the
effect of outliers8. Moreover, it should have a mechanism by which it can reject frames
that it cannot register or are misregistered. Even if they are not rejected, the number of
incorrectly registered frames should be much lower than the number of correctly registered
frames for the combination process to work effectively. In this way, we can ensure that as
few misregistered frames are used in the reduction process as possible. Furthermore, the
estimate of displacement should be accurate down to a fraction of a pixel. This will ensure
that the high frequency content in each of the individual images is preserved in the final
image. Very often, the images registered by correlation algorithms are 'fuzzy' because of
the loss of high frequency information due to inaccurate registration.
8Objects found in one frame but not in the other
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3.2 Feature Extraction
Feature-based registration by point extraction and matching is ideal for astronomical im
ages. This is because, stars in an astronomical image are bright discrete points that do not
change from one image to the other. They can thus act as control points for establishment
of correspondence between two images. We therefore need to develop a suitable feature
extaction method to obtain the coordinates of these stars.
Since the presence of fixed pattern and statistical noise in the case of the South Pole
images hinders frequency selective feature extraction, we shall develop a feature extraction
algorithm that extracts features based on the local statistics rather than the frequency
content of the neighborhood. The input to the algorithm is an image and the output is a
list of x and y coordinates of all the stars in it.
3.2.1 Block-based Histogram Equalization
Histogram equalization adaptively enhances the contrast of the image based on its statistics.
We essentially break up the image into small blocks and equalize each of them indepen
dently based on the local statistics. We therefore enhance the brightness of any peak in a
given neighborhood. Owing to the adaptive nature of the equalization algorithm, the pro
cedure works extremely well with relatively faint objects. This operation is more convenient
than piece-wise scaling because it requires no additional parameters other than the image
itself and also because the resulting uniform histogram of the image greatly simplifies the
thresholding operation.
A detailed explanation of the actual algorithm can be found in [11]. We essentially
develop a transformation of the form
s = T[r(x)],xeB
which produces a level s for every pixel value r in a particular block B of the original image.
The effect of this function on an image is to produce another image with an approximately
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uniform probability density function or histogram. In the discrete case, where the output
image has N levels, the probability distribution of the transformed image will be given by:
P{n) ss 1/N
The distribution is centered approximately around N/2 and the variance is N2/12.
3.2.2 Thresholding
The object of the thresholding function is to segment the image into stars and non-stars.
After thresholding, stars should be set to one gray level and everything else should be set
to another. Typically, the threshold is set at some value fi + aa where, p is the mean and
a the standard deviation of the image and a is a suitably chosen constant. Since, for a
given number of levels N, \i and a are constant, fj, + aa is also constant greatly simplifying
the thresholding operation. Since, for practical purposes, the number of levels is fixed at
N = 256, we can simply set the threshold at some constant k = fj, + aa and hardwire it
into the system. We therefore define the thresholding operation as
T{s)
0 if s < k
N-l if s > k
Once the block size is fixed (explained in 3.2.3), k can be determined and set empirically
at some intensity value. This value should be low enough to capture a significant area of
the point spread function while being higher than most of the random noise in the image.
The signal-to-noise ratio of the segmented image as a function of the threshold value k is
plotted in figure 3.1
Figure 3.2 illustrates the effect the threshold has on the image of a star. The original
image has been piece-wise scaled to 256 levels for display on a monitor. The extracted
signal was determined by emprically setting the threshold at 240 and cleaning out the noise
with a 5 x 5 median filter. Since the point spread function (PSF) of the star extends over
an area reasonably larger than that of the filter, the risk of eliminating the signal along
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Figure 3.1: SNR as a function of the threshold
with the noise is fairly low. The individual bright pixels that are affected by the median
filter are assumed to be noise. It can be visually observed that the noise overwhelms the
signal at lower thresholds of 200 and 215. At higher thresholds between 230 and 245, the
noise begins to decrease and can be cleaned out with a median filter. Setting the threshold
higher than 250 reduces the noise significantly but also diminishes the signal power.
It should be noted that since histogram equalization is intrinsically a look-up table
operation, it can be made to return a two-level image by modifying the look-up table. The
histogram equalization and thresholding could then be optimized into one operation.
3.2.3 Optimal Block-size Determination
We need to determine the optimal block size over which histogram equalization needs to be
performed. In order to do this, we need to compute the number of histogram equalization
operations as a function of the block size. For convenience, we assume that the blocks
are square. We thus need only one dimension to completely define them. The number of
histogram equalization operations required can be denoted by
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Threshold=200 Threshold=215
Threshold=230 Threshold=245
Threshold=250 Threshold=254
Figure 3.2: Image of a star at different thresholds
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where Sb is the size of the block, C(Sb) is the number of histogram equalization operations
required and the detector array is square with dimensions 1024 x 1024. On examination,
C(Sb) decreases with increase in block size. We also need to compute the number of
operations required to extract all the important points as a function of block size. This
number is also a function of the dataset that needs to be registered. However, in general
it increases with block size. This can be explained as follows. With increase in block size,
the statistics gathered to equalize the block no longer remain local and equalization leads
to the manifestation of a large number of artifacts along with the control points. Each of
these artifacts needs to be examined for the roundness, centroid and size (section 3.2.5)
significantly increasing the number of computations per frame. Figure 3.3 shows both these
factors plotted as functions of block size for the NGC6334 (SW) data taken through the
Br_A filter on Oct. 2, 1998. From the graph, the best block size from a computational point
Block Size Vs. Computations
5000 i 1 1 1 1 i i
!
4000
< Number of hist|Lial Comp lobar \
3000 \
2000 \
1000 No. of rejection oamputation
0 .... 1
;
100 1000 10000
Block Size (Log) ->
Figure 3.3: Number of Computations as a function of Block-Size
of view lies between 64 and 128 pixels.
It is convenient to use a block size with dimensions that are a power of 2. Also, the
block should be large enough to gather statistics of a reasonable area (around 4 times the
area occupied by the point spread function of the star) around the star for it to be able
to detect extremely faint sources. At the same time, it should not be so large that the
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statistics of the background overwhelm those of the star. Block sizes of 64-128 are found
to be very effective since they are larger than the average star (of diameter 17-24 pixels)
to gather statistics about even extremely faint sources and the average background while
being computationally optimal at the same time.
3.2.4 Coordinate Extraction
In this step, we find out the x and y coordinates of all the stars in an image. In order to do
this, we first need to clean it up. This is because the histogram equalization and thresholding
operations almost always produce images with large quantities of random noise. This noise,
however, can very easily be reduced by a 5 x 5 median filter since the thresholded image is
intrinsically binary. Again, it is unlikely that stars themselves are affected by the median
filter since the PSF of an average star occupies an area larger than that of the filter.
Following the clean-up procedure, we perform a connected components analysis [11] on
the image as a result of which, each star gets a unique gray level or 'label'. By averaging
the x and y coordinates of each pixel with a particular label, we essentially find the center
of the cluster with that label. The center of a cluster with N pixels and label I can be
denoted by:
N-l , N-l/ l l \
(Xi,Yi) = i J2xu>n ^2yii)\ i=0 i=0 /
where xu and yu are the x and y coordinates of the zth pixel with label I.
3.2.5 Rejection Criteria
Often, the above operations give rise to a number of noise artifacts that manifest themselves
as stars. It therefore becomes necessary to examine each cluster and eliminate those that
may not be stars. The algorithms that are used to reject clusters are designed in such a
manner that they reject as few useful clusters as possible. Thus, given the coordinates for
the centers of a M clusters, (Xi,Yi) where I = 0, 1, 2, ...M - 1, we can examine and test
each of the clusters for the following criteria:
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1. Cluster Size: If a cluster has an abnormally large area, it is very possible that it is
not a star. The average star typically produces a cluster that has a diameter of 17-24
pixels. The area of the star (assuming that the PSF is a perfect circle) is between
200 and 400 pixels. We can therefore set some threshold area at which a cluster is
rejected.
2. Centroid: The center coordinates of each cluster can be used as the initial guess to
find the centroid of the star. The centroid of the star essentially is the point at which
the partial derivatives of the PSF are 0. A more detailed explanation of the centroid
algorithm can be found in appendix A. The advantage of the centroid algorithm is
that it can be made to return an exit value if the centroid is indeterminate. That is,
if the given cluster was in fact caused by noise, it will not have a PSF in the original
image because the partial derivatives around that region may not converge. Such a
cluster can then be rejected since the centroid cannot be determined.
3. Roundness: If a particular cluster consists of a long streak of pixels in a particular
direction, it should be rejected. We do this by calculating the variances of coordinates
in the x and y directions separately for each cluster and rejecting those clusters for
which the difference in these variances is greater than a threshold. This type of
algorithm does not eliminate all noise clusters but it is convenient, effective and easy
to implement and optimize.
It must be noted that the rejection operations by no means eliminate all the noise
artifacts. In certain cases, some stars may get rejected while the noise artifacts are retained.
The point matching algorithms work successfully inspite of this owing to the statistical
nature by which they determine the registration parameters.
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3.3 Estimation of Displacement
Once we have the coordinates of the stars in the source and target images, we need to
be able to estimate the relative displacement between them. Two methods to do this are
pursued in this thesis. We know that the frames are only laterally displaced from each other
and that there is no rotation or scaling between them. The first algorithm makes use of this
information to detect lateral shifts between frames. In the second algorithm, we employ a
two step point matching and refining algorithm which uses the relative Euclidean distances
between points as a measure of similarity between them. Before describing each algorithm,
we shall mention the assumptions that are made and the conditions that must be satisfied
to guarantee its success.
3.3.1 Lateral Shift Estimation
In this subsection, we discuss an algorithm to detect lateral shifts between frames. We
essentially extract as many control points as we can from the two frames to be registered.
We then make the following assumptions about them.
1 . The number of control points in each of the frames is greater than one.
2. There are at least two common control points in the two frames.
3. The two frames are not rotated, skewed or transformed from each other in any way
other than translation.
4. The control points are not placed on a regular grid at some fixed distance from each
other.
Having made these assumptions, we shall proceed to describe the lateral shift estimation
algorithm in detail.
Consider a reference and a target frame F and F'. Let the coordinates of stars in F be
given by [/0, /i, /2, , /n-i] and those in
F' be given by [/, /{, f2, ..., f'M_x]. Due to the
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presence of outliers, the number of stars detected in the two images may not be the same.
Note that each /j and f[ is a vector denoted by
fi = f' => J i
X3
yj
where (xi,yi) and (x^,yQ are the coordinates of the ith star in images F and F'. We
could construct two N x M arrays, X and Y, of all the differences between the fi,i =
0,l,2,...,AT-land/j,j = 0,l,2,...,M-l.
(xo - x'q) (x0 - x[) (x0 - x'2) ... (x0 - x'M_x)
(xi - x'0) (xi - x[) (xi - x'2) ... (xi - x'M_x)
(x2 - x'0) (x2 - x[) (x2 - x'2) ... (x2- x'M-i)x =
(xn-i - x'0) (xN-i - xi) (xjv-i - x'2)
Y
(yo - y'0) (yo - y[) (yo - y2)
(vi - v'o) {vi - y'i) (yi - y'2)
(y2 - y'0) (2/2 - y'i) (y2 - y'2)
(XAT_! - X'M_X)
(yo - y^-i)
(yi - y^-i)
(y2 - y'M-i)
(yN-i - y'o) (yN-i - yi) (yw-i - y2) (yw-i - y'M-i)
Let us assume that there are K common points in the F and F' images. The algorithm
itself does not have any information about K or the number of matching pairs. Let
J7 and
T' be the set of common points in F and F' . Therefore, T = [Fo-,^i,^2i ,^Fk-i] and
T1
= [F'qi^i,^^ iF'k-i\- Fach matching pair (Ti,^) must be separated by the same
offset in the x and y directions. Therefore,
J-i J-; = d =
where d is a constant vector determined the lateral shift. Thus, in each of the sets X and Y,
there are K elements of value dx and dy respectively. The rest of the (MxN)-K elements
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are randomly distributed differences between coordinates. A joint probability distribution
of X and Y, P(X, Y) is maximum when X = dx and Y = dy and its value is equal to
{MxN)- Note that dx and dy are the lateral shifts in the x and y directions.
In short, all we need to do to find the lateral shifts between two frames is to construct
the arrays X and Y consisting of the differences in pairs of coordinates between stars in the
two frames. The two arrays essentially represent the space of the possible shifts between the
two frames. There is a probability associated with each of the shifts which is determined
by the joint histogram of X and Y, P(X,Y). The point where P(X,Y) is maximum
corresponds to the most probable lateral displacement between frames.
3.3.2 Point Matching
The algorithm discussed in this sub-section seeks to find matching pairs of points between
two frames in a manner that is robust to translation and rotation. This is essentially a two-
step process consisting of a preliminary point matching step and a robust match refining
step. Just like in the previous algorithm, we extract as may points as we can out of the two
frames to be registered. However, the assumptions we make are slightly different from the
ones in the previous algorithm.
1. We need at least five common points in the two frames to be registered. Typically, we
can estimate the angle of rotation and translation from three points but we impose the
condition of an additional two points to increase the robustness of the match. This
will be explained in greater detail in the concluding paragraph of this subsection.
2. The two frames should not be scaled, skewed or transformed from each other in any
way other than rotation or translation.
3. The control points in each image should be distributed in some random manner such
that the distance from any two is unique.
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Preliminary Matching
In order to initially match the points in one image to those in the other, we make use of the
relative distances between points in each of the images. Here we rely on the fact that there
is no scaling in the images. Because of this, the relative distances in both images remain
the same and can be compared on a one to one basis. Consider the two frames F and F'.
The coordinates of stars in them is given by [/0, /i, /2, , /jv-i] and [/q, /{, f2, ..., f'M-i\
where
fi
Xi
yi
f
y'i
Let us construct two arrays,
DF
and
DF
such that,
D*
=
DF'
=
d(foJo) d(foJi) d(fo,f2) d(f0, fN-i)
d(fiJo) d(fiJi) d(fi,f2) d(/i,/jv_i)
d(f2,fo) d(/2,/i) d(f2,f2) d(f2, fN-i)
d(fN-i,fo) d(fN-i,fi) d(/iv-i,/2) d(/jv-i,/iV-l)
rf(/o>/o) d{fifi) ,/) ,/tf-l)
<*(/{, /o) d(f[JD 4/1J2) ^(/(,/at-i)
<f2,/o) di&fi) d{f2J'2) </2,/W
d(/^-i,/o) <%-i>/i) dU'N-i,f'2) <*(/*-!, /*-i)
d(a, b) is the Euclidean distance from point a to b defined by
d(a, b) = \j{ax - bx)2 + {ay - by)2
where, (ax,ay) and (bx,by) are the coordinates of a and b.
We can make the following observations about the D matrices:
1. Each row or column contains the distances of one of the stars from the rest.
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2. The distance of a point from itself d(a, a) = 0. All the diagonal elements are therefore
0.
3. Since d(a,b) = d(b,a), the D matrices are symmetric. That means (D)T = D.
Let us consider the elements in the ith row (or column) of
DF
and the jth row (or
column) of
DF
DF
=
DF'
=
d(fi,fo) d(fi,h) d(fhf2) ... difufN-x)
dU'jJo) <*(//, /i) <*(/,', /) dU'j,f'N-i)
These rows contain the distances of the ith. star in frame F and the jth star in F' from
the rest of the stars in their respective frames.
We know for a fact that neither translation nor rotation changes the relative distances
between the stars. Suppose the ith star in frame F is the same as the jth star in frame F',
a large number of the elements in DF will repeat in DF . Therefore, in order to perform
the match, for each row in DF, we look for a row in DF which has the largest number of
matching elements. One should note that the order in which the elements are arranged in
the rows of DF and DF is not important, only the fact they appear.
The final result of this algorithm is a list of points in F and a corresponding list of
matching points in F'. The initial point matching algorithm can be further illustrated by
means of the following example:
Consider frame F to contain 3 points (the minimum) that are not equidistant from
each other. Frame F' is exactly the same as frame F except that it has been shifted and
rotated by an arbitrary amount.
Given that / = (1,1), /i = (2,2),/2 = (1,4) and /0 = (2,2),/{ = (1,3), f2 = (4,3), we
can calculate the DF and
DF'
matrices.
0 V2 3
DF
= y/2 0 y/5
3 y/E 0
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Frame F Frame F'
Figure 3.4: Source and target frames X and Y
DF'
=
0 V2 V5
'
y/2 0 3
Vb 3 0
Consider the first row in DF .
nF
-
JJq 0^3
It contains the distances of /o = (1, 1) from all the other points. Let us compare the
elements in this row with those in each row of DF and keep a count of the number of
matching elements.
Number of matching elements =
Number of matching elements
nF
-
JJq 0 y/2 3
nF'
-
JJq 0 \/2 \/5
'iI
DE = 0 V% 3
D? = V2 0 3
= {5
nF
-
JJq 0 V2 3
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D
F'
^30
Number of matching elements = 2
All the elements of DF appear in
DF'
. Note that
DF'
contains the distances between
f[ = (1, 3) and all the other points in F'.
We can therefore conclude that point /o in frame F is the same as point /{ in frame
F'. We can repeat the above procedure for each row of DF and find the matching pairs of
points between the two frames. That is,
/o = /{
h = fd
h = f2
Briefly, given a list of coordinates from two frames, we construct a list of distances DF
and
DF
. We then determine the matching points based on the distance measure between
points. We then pass this list of preliminary matched points to the match refining algorithm.
In practice, the number of matching elements in any two rows is a random variable and
should be greater than a statistically determined threshold for the two points to be matched.
Owing to this, the list ofmatching points may contain a number ofwrongly matched points
that need to be weeded out by the refining algorithm.
Match Refining
From a list of three matching pairs, we can easily derive a transformation of the form
// =
cos 9 sin 0
- sin 6 cos 0
fa +
where s is the scale factor, 6 is the angle of rotation and tx and ty are the translation in
the x and y directions, fa is a point on the reference image and // is the same point on
the second image to be registered. Since we rely on the fact that there is no scaling in the
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South Pole images to perform the preliminary match, we shall complete the assumption by
setting the scale, s = 1.
We need to determine the values for 9,tx and ty. In order to do this, for each (fa,fi)
pair, let us consider a transformation of the form
~
a b X{
+
^x
.
y'i
.
c d
.
yi ty
Expanding the above transformation,
x = axi + byi + tx
y\ = cxi + dyt + ty
Since, for each equation there are three unknowns, we need 3 pairs ofmatching points in all
to solve for a, b, c, d, tx,ty. We can construct a matrix equation of the following form from
3 pairs of matching points.
x0 yo 0 0 10
0 0 x0 yo 0 1
xi yi 0 0 10
0 0 xi yi 0 1
x2 y2 0 0 10
0 0 x2 y2 0 1
where /o, /i and f2 are three points on the reference image such that,
"
a Xq
b y'o
c x'x
d y'i
^x x2
ty
k =
h =
and f2 =
x0
Vo
xi
yi
x2
y2
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and /oi /{ and f2 are the corresponding points on the image to be registered given by,
/o =
x0
.
yo
.
/{ =
"xi"
>.
/2 =
x2
y2
From the above equations, we can easily determine the values of a, b, c, d, tx and ij, by taking
the inverse of the previous matrix equation.
a xo yo 0 0 1 0
b 0 0 x0 yo 0 1
c xi yi 0 0 1 0
d 0 0 xi yx 0 1
x2 y2 0 0 10
0 0 x2 y2 0 1
If we assume that a = d cos 6, b = sin# and c = sin#, then we can easily solve for
0 from a, 6, c, and d. For every combination of 3 matched pairs in a list, we can determine
a 0,tx and i^. If we have N matched points, there are NC% = 3uff!_3\\ ways of picking out
3 pairs and we can determine a 6,tx and ty for each one of these ways. Let Q be the set of
the transformation parameters for each possible combination.
Xq
y'o
y[
x2
y'2
Q =
0(>
ox
Ao)
Ly
ev t(l)
"X
tW
Ly
ew LX
A2)
ly
ew txr-1] &-*>
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where r = NC3. From this set, we can calculate a 3-dimensional probability density function,
P(0,tx,ty). The most likely transformation is that combination of 6,tx and ty with the
highest probability. With the knowledge of the most likely transformation parameters,
we can trace back to the pairs of matching points that produced those transformation
parameters in the first place. These pairs are a subset of the original list generated by the
preliminary matching algorithm and they all produce the same transformation parameters.
We can conclude that this subset is a list of all the matching points in the two frames. The
rest of the points in the original list can be rejected as either being outliers or generated
due to noise.
Before concluding the section on point matching, it is necessary to explain why we
require at least five common points as opposed to the minimum three to find robust a
match. To do this, let us consider that we have k common points. Now, from these k points
we can choose a combination of three in r = C3 ways. The number of times each of the k
matches are represented in these r ways is given by
r x3
_
kC3 x3
k
~
k
fc! x3
3!(fc-3)! xk
(fc-l)(fc-2)
~
2
It is found that some incorrect combinations of 3 matches may produce the exact same
transformation parameters 6, tx and ty as the correct combinations and the number of times
the points from these combinations occur can be as large as 5, especially when dealing with
an extremely large number of control points. These incorrect matches need to be weeded
out by the match refining algorithm. In order to do this, we stipulate that the number of
times each point must be represented in the list of r combinations should be greater than
or equal to 6. Solving for k,
(k-l)(k-2)
=
2
(k-l)(k-2) = 12
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yielding fc = 5 or fc = -2. Since k > 0, we need at least k = 5 common matches to
be determined by the preliminary matching algorithm for the match refining algorithm to
be sufficiently robust. One should note that choosing k = 3 or k = 4 yields threshold
values of 1 and 3 respectively that are not large enough to reduce the noise due to incorrect
combinations.
3.3.3 Computational Costs
In the case of the lateral shifts algorithm, if there are N number of points in each image,
we need to calculate a space of N2 possible shifts. This requires N2 operations which can
be denoted by the 0(N2).
The point matching algorithm on the other hand uses a quick preliminary matching
algorithm to match common points. But it relies on the computationally expensive match
refining algorithm to weed out all its incorrect matches. Assuming that there are N points
in each image and all N points were matched correctly with no outliers, we need to perform
NCz match refining computations corresponding to a complexity of 0(N3) operations.
As compared to the general purpose point matching algorithm presented in [2] which
has a complexity of 0(iV4), we trade off scale in one case and reduce the complexity to
0(N3) and scale and rotation in the other case to further bring down the complexity to
0(N2) operations.
3.3.4 Reliability
We shall define the reliability as the probability that is associated with a particular pair of
shifts. If the number of common points between the two frames is large, then it means that
there are fewer outliers implying that the reliability is large. However, when the number of
common points is smaller, the number of outliers is greater. This implies that the probability
of some other pair of shifts being correct is large thereby decreasing the reliability.
Since the reliability of the algorithm is directly proportional to the number of common
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points in the two frames, if M and N are the number of points in the two frames where
N < M and K is the observed number of common points in the two images, the reliability
is given by
\M
We know that K < N < M. Consider the case where K = N = M. It means that every
point on one of the frames was correctly matched with some other point on the other. There
were no outliers and the reliability,
which means that that the match was extremeley reliable. For all other values ofK and N,
TZ< 1
The reliability is therefore a measure of the likelihood that the returned shifts are
correct.
3.4 Testing
We shall validate the lateral shifts produced by the the two algorithms by comparing them
to the shifts obtained while manually registering the datasets.
3.4.1 Manual Registration
In order to manually register a set of images, we locate a number of control points (usually
stars) and pick out one point from this ensemble as reference. We subsequently pick out
the same reference point in each of the other images. The manual registration routine uses
the relative locations of points in the reference frame to find the locations of all the control
points in the subsequent frames. In order to refine the shifts to sub-pixel amounts, we
zero in on the centroid of the star. The centroid is computed as the value at which the
derivatives of the partial sums of the input image over y and x with respect to x and y is 0
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(see Appendix A). The differences between two high-precision pixel locations yields a very
accurate measure of the lateral displacement between the frames.
3.4.2 Tolerance Issues
We must keep in mind that there are intrinsic differences in the way manual and automatic
registration routines work. Manual registration essentially attempts to register a given set
of hand-picked stars accurately. The locations of these stars are manually picked out in
the reference frame by an operator. In the subsequent frames, the same stars are picked
out automatically by calculating their relative distance from another reference star in the
same frame. Automatic registration on the other hand picks out a new set of stars for
each image and attempts to pair them with those in the reference frame as well as possible.
Because of this, there often is a difference of up to a pixel between the shifts reported by
both algorithms.
Also, a small percentage of misregistered frames is acceptable. These are frames that
are not rejected by the auto-registration framework but are essentially 'bad' frames. In a
background limited situation, the signal-to-noise ratio increases in proportion to the square
root of the number of images used in the reduction. Due to this, when the number of frames
is large, the effect of an errant frame may be imperceptible. Also, the final stage of image
reduction involves taking a median through the whole sequence of images. The median
function intrinsically eliminates outlying pixels from misregistered frames within certain
tolerances. This can be proved analytically as follows:
Consider a point on the final reduced image with value //. Now, /j, is the median of the
values of the same point on each of the registered frames.
fj, = Median(P)
where P = \pi,P2,- ,Pn]
pn is the pixel value on the nth frame. The median function essentially returns the kth
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largest element in a given set if N is odd and the average of the fcth and (k + l)th element
when N is even, where
k= I
^i when N is odd
y when N is even
For simplicity, let us assume that N is odd and P is already sorted, then
P- = Pk (3-1)
Since each pi is the value of the same point on the ith frame and the median value of
each frame has been offsetted to that of the reference frame, we can assume that
\Pk~Pk-i\ < t (3.2)
where i = 2,-1,0,1,2
t is a small threshold of error. Now, if we have two more points from misregistered images,
eo and e, such that the number of elements in P is N + 2.
Casel: If pk en is small
If jj, = en, n = (0, 1), we have
-n Pk-i (3.3)
i = -2,-1,0,1,2
Therefore, from 3.2 and 3.3, \/j, pk\ < t => /j, & pk
Case2: If pk en is large
The eo and ei are pushed to the ends of the sorted list P
V = Pk-i (3.4)
i = -2,-1,0,1,2
From 3.2 and 3.4 p^Pk-
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In general, if the number ofmisregistered frames is less than N/2, the error in the final
pixel value will be tolerable. If the number of misregistered frames is greater than N/2, the
error cannot be determined and the pixel will have to be marked bad.
3.4.3 Test Data
We will test the algorithms on infrared image sequences of NGC6334 using the low back
ground PAH filter and the high background Br_A filter and CR197contl using the moderate
background L filter.
We will also compare the final reduced images obtained by the auto-registration frame
work with those produced by manual registration. The point feature extraction algorithm
is explained by example in Appendix B and the results of the two algorithms on several
datasets have been presented in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Results
This chapter has been devoted to the task of presenting the results of all the experiments
and algorithms explained in the previous chapter.
Both algorithms, the lateral shifts and the point matching algorithm are tested with
the same datasets. Since the characteristics of noise and signal widely across datasets, we
choose three that are representative of the entire gamut. The NGC6334 (PAH) dataset
has very good signal-to-noise characteristics and a large number of control points for both
algorithms to work with. The NGC6334 SW (Br_A) has extremely poor signal-to-noise
ratio. Although it has a number of control points, they are rather hard to extract owing
to the large background noise in the images. The CR197contl dataset has relatively better
signal-to-noise characteristics than the NGC6334 SW (Br_A). However it has extremely
few (< 5) control points in each of the images with two of them equidistant from another
point.
4.1 Lateral Shift Estimation
In this section we present the results of the lateral shift estimation algorithm on several of
the datasets. The tabulated results of the automatic and manual routines are juxtaposed for
easy comparison. In frames where either the manual or automatic or both routines failed,
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the shifts contain the exit value of the routines (512, -512). These frames are eliminated
during shifting and co-adding by discarding images with relative shifts greater than 256
pixels. In addition to the shifts, the
'probabilities'
column consists of two sub-columns,
K\/M which is the probability of the reported shift being correct (check section 3.3.4 on
Reliability for more information) and K2/M which is the probability of the next likely shift.
For ease of examination, the V in the right most column of each table indicates that the
results from the two routines were almost the same. The 'o' indicates that the manual
registration routine was unable to find the displacement between the frames and the ''
symbol indicates that the automatic registration routine failed to find the displacement.
When any of the routines fail, they report exit values of (512, -512).
It should be noted that the manual registration can fail for several reasons. They
include,
1. The frame being so noisy that the operator could not perceive the reference star and
rejected the frame.
2. A poorly defined PSF for the reference star due to which the centroid for that par
ticular frame cannot be located. This could be due to blurring of the image due to
telescope mistracking or clouds.
Since the methods by which the manual and automatic routines pick out control points
are different, it is possible for the automatic routine to be successful where the manual
routine is not. The reliability associated with those frames, however, could be significantly
lower than others.
Table 4.1 shows the results of the auto and manual registration routines on the Oct.
2, 1998 NGC6334 (SW) dataset through the Br_A filter placed side by side. Both routines
determine the lateral shifts of frames 2-40 with respect to frame 1. It may be noted
that the automatic routine rejected only one frame as opposed to the manual routine that
rejected seven. By and large, the differences in shifts produced by the two routines is mostly
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less than a pixel. In all, the shifts for 32 out of 40 frames were verified to be correct.
Table 4.2 displays the results of the two registration routines for data on NGC6334
taken through the PAH filter on Aug. 5, 1998. This particular dataset has much less noise
than the previous one and the auto-registration routine is able to register all frames with
relatively good reliability factors. The tabulated results show the lateral shifts of frames
2-40 with respect to the first. The automatic routine reports no exit values. Frame
3, however, could not be manually registered owing to lack of visually perceptible control
points owing to which we are unable to verify if it was registered correctly by the automatic
routine. In all, 39 out of 40 frames were registered correctly.
CR197contl is a control field taken off the CR197 cluster in order to count the back
ground stars. The results of auto and manual registration routines juxtaposed in table 4.3.
30 frames were used for this experiment and all except one where correctly registered by
the auto registration algorithm. The algorithm returns a (512, -512) exit value for frame
23. The probability K2/M is found to be zero and K\/M is 0.166667 which indicates that
more than one shift has the same reliability {K\/M) rendering decision making impossible.
Furthermore, the fact that K2/M is 0 leads us to hypothesize that only one point may have
been extracted from that frame.
4.2 Point Matching
The result of the point matching algorithm essentially is a list of matching points in the
reference and target frame. However, in order to compare its results with those obtained
by manual registration, we need to calculate the lateral displacement of the target frame
from the reference. We approach this by taking the difference of the coordinates of a point
in one frame with those of the same point in the other. In this way, we arrive at the lateral
displacement of the two frames from each other.
We shall first tabulate the lateral shifts obtained by both algorithms and then illustrate
the robustness of the point matching algorithm to rotation by displaying source and target
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Manual Automatic Probabilities
Frame No. X Y X Y Ki/M K2/M
1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 *
2 512.000 -512.000 -44.9652 3.04344 0.611111 0.111111 o
3 60.5964 -1.62085 61.3083 -1.41450 0.388889 0.0555556 *
4 11.8335 -48.3809 14.0562 -48.8009 0.166667 0.111111 *
5 25.4965 51.3113 25.4470 51.5723 0.388889 0.0555556 *
6 31.1515 37.3475 32.1105 37.5705 0.555556 0.111111 ?
7 -13.1221 38.7078 -13.1950 39.0152 0.333333 0.111111 *
8 512.000 -512.000 92.8197 32.8968 0.444444 0.0555556 o
9 45.4796 -15.5292 46.1768 -15.8597 0.222222 0.0555556 *
10 56.7611 83.2035 57.3553 83.1833 0.277778 0.0555556 *
11 512.000 -512.000 18.1670 16.4332 0.333333 0.111111 0
12 512.000 -512.000 -26.2152 17.7448 0.444444 0.111111 o
13 512.000 -512.000 80.1904 10.3746 0.388889 0.0555556 o
14 31.9965 -38.0540 32.0446 -37.9968 0.347826 0.0869565 *
15 42.8810 62.2151 43.1319 62.0370 0.500000 0.111111 ?
16 22.1491 65.2409 22.1836 65.1816 0.333333 0.0555556 ?
17 512.000 -512.000 -22.2867 68.7487 0.500000 0.111111 o
18 85.1256 64.3767 512.000 -512.000 0.0555556 0.00000
19 37.1559 17.6529 38.2422 17.0611 0.388889 0.111111 *
20 48.1603 119.050 47.9485 118.588 0.388889 0.111111 *
21 0.929443 61.7371 0.831042 62.0047 0.277778 0.111111 *
22 -43.4149 65.4519 -43.9380 65.2911 0.333333 0.111111 *
23 62.9945 62.9007 62.5763 60.5229 0.111111 0.0555556 ?
24 512.000 -512.000 16.8387 12.3956 0.277778 0.111111 o
25 27.0898 112.917 27.1597 113.055 0.444444 0.111111 *
26 30.5728 86.0745 31.2352 85.9110 0.222222 0.166667 ?
27 -14.8488 88.2882 -14.7102 88.3809 0.444444 0.111111 ?
28 91.2348 82.0098 91.3899 82.2240 0.388889 0.111111 ?
29 43.7481 33.0269 44.3772 33.3572 0.666667 0.0555556 ?
30 56.0288 133.115 55.2553 132.521 0.166667 0.0555556 *
31 6.98901 56.0203 7.10836 56.0956 0.277778 0.222222 *
32 -38.2935 60.8551 -38.3894 60.8672 0.388889 0.111111 *
33 68.0157 58.1068 68.1125 58.1618 0.333333 0.0555556 *
34 19.7083 14.1774 19.8988 14.0386 0.555556 0.111111 *
35 30.1221 117.908 30.5580 118.222 0.333333 0.111111 *
36 33.4881 88.6475 32.9231 88.1328 0.277778 0.111111 *
37 -12.8198 95.3634 -12.5557 94.6250 0.111111 0.0555556 *
38 91.7959 94.6675 92.1773 94.6495 0.111111 0.0555556 *
39 42.7322 50.9630 43.1648 50.7997 0.388889 0.0555556 *
40 54.3528 155.201 53.7603 154.582 0.388889 0.111111 *
Table 4.1: Registration at high background and low contrast (NGC6334, Br_A)
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Manual Automatic Probabilities
Frame No. X Y X Y Ki/M K2/M
1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 *
2 -49.9781 -0.0974731 -50.0554 1.27068 0.511111 0.0666667 *
3 512.000 -512.000 52.7490 -6.03219 0.200000 0.0888889 o
4 -0.837341 -57.1476 0.121264 -55.8215 0.333333 0.0666667 *
5 5.51678 41.7738 5.86491 42.8636 0.444444 0.0666667 *
6 27.8297 27.7946 28.5438 28.4831 0.488889 0.0888889 *
7 -22.0500 27.8902 -20.6720 28.3635 0.511111 0.0666667 *
8 81.9128 20.3504 82.5812 20.7059 0.466667 0.0666667 *
9 28.6306 -30.3094 29.2039 -30.2122 0.444444 0.0888889 *
10 34.5576 66.9053 35.4553 67.6260 0.555556 0.0888889 *
11 7.91760 1.31326 9.12338 1.38512 0.555556 0.0666667 *
12 -42.1576 0.922302 -39.8585 1.44871 0.511111 0.0444444 *
13 62.0345 -7.84915 63.4584 -7.26798 0.266667 0.177778 *
14 10.1960 -57.0171 10.6024 -57.5280 0.400000 0.133333 *
15 17.7019 40.5535 17.4607 42.1429 0.533333 0.0666667 *
16 36.8085 27.5938 38.0183 28.1417 0.444444 0.0888889 *
17 -12.3218 29.7005 -11.3466 29.4294 0.533333 0.0666667 *
18 90.4565 22.4630 90.9840 22.6386 0.355556 0.133333 ?
19 38.1943 -26.8581 38.6035 -26.0480 0.333333 0.177778 *
20 45.8636 73.2892 46.7724 74.0336 0.355556 0.155556 *
21 16.9620 22.5775 18.6662 23.2579 0.288889 0.200000 *
22 -30.5071 25.0772 -29.3386 24.5120 0.444444 0.0666667 *
23 73.8307 17.7469 74.5499 17.9516 0.422222 0.0888889 *
24 21.7983 -31.1880 23.3656 -30.1905 0.266667 0.244444 *
25 30.7316 67.7079 30.3897 69.2860 0.400000 0.155556 *
26 47.0425 53.9469 48.7890 55.9664 0.355556 0.244444 *
27 -2.34882 55.9939 -1.09478 57.0642 0.355556 0.244444 *
28 101.610 48.8286 103.014 49.8118 0.266667 0.222222 *
29 49.8414 -0.347076 51.3135 -0.0789024 0.333333 0.0888889 *
30 57.6080 98.3033 58.8608 99.4533 0.444444 0.0888889 k
31 24.1083 34.1795 26.3061 34.4846 0.511111 0.0666667 *
32 -22.4316 34.1560 -21.5077 34.8725 0.511111 0.0666667 *
33 81.1033 25.7832 81.4919 26.3650 0.488889 0.0666667 *
34 31.0992 -24.2610 32.0482 -23.4934 0.488889 0.0666667 *
35 40.4453 73.2913 40.1439 74.4668 0.400000 0.0888889 *
36 53.3057 56.1523 53.9286 56.7651 0.466667 0.0666667 ?
37 5.38110 55.4525 5.91256 56.7755 0.511111 0.0666667 *
38 108.669 47.2320 110.530 48.5489 0.355556 0.0888889 ?
39 57.7526 -3.35818 59.0904 -1.97694 0.422222 0.0666667 *
40 67.3547 97.5540 67.5775 97.0505 0.400000 0.0666667 *
Table 4.2: Registration at low background(NGC6334, PAH)
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Manual Automatic Probabilities
Frame No. X Y X Y Ki/M K2/M
1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 *
2 -24.2447 -1.93219 -24.1943 -2.08591 0.500000 0.166667 *
3 28.8094 -6.99750 28.6001 -7.07877 0.333333 0.166667 k
4 3.76312 -34.0476 3.73114 -33.7337 0.500000 0.166667 -k
5 8.86035 15.0371 8.66696 14.5525 0.500000 0.166667 k
6 22.1205 10.6205 22.2514 10.1204 0.666667 0.166667 k
7 -2.04617 10.8308 -1.98956 10.7557 0.500000 0.166667 k
8 52.1320 6.95947 52.4491 7.02417 0.333333 0.166667 k
9 26.1010 -20.2889 25.9923 -20.1470 0.333333 0.166667 k
10 30.9510 29.4854 31.0929 29.2366 0.333333 0.166667 k
11 26.3893 8.75159 26.1039 8.69556 0.333333 0.166667 -k
12 2.32812 8.17352 2.51492 8.35500 0.500000 0.166667 k
13 56.3295 5.18848 56.5857 5.31012 0.500000 0.166667 k
14 30.8885 -20.5281 31.0088 -21.3414 0.500000 0.166667 k
15 36.7566 29.8991 36.6993 29.5635 0.500000 0.166667 k
16 50.0123 27.1372 50.0506 26.7920 0.666667 0.166667 k
17 26.9863 27.0073 26.8807 27.0470 0.500000 0.166667 k
18 81.1274 23.5013 80.0266 23.1092 0.333333 0.166667 k
19 54.7533 -3.15594 54.8622 -3.13713 0.500000 0.166667 k
20 60.9035 46.3831 60.5585 46.8795 0.500000 0.166667 k
21 57.2126 18.7324 56.9150 18.8265 0.500000 0.166667 k
22 34.6568 17.3590 34.5198 17.8643 0.333333 0.166667 k
23 88.7420 12.4956 512.000 -512.000 0.166667 0.00000
24 63.7687 -15.4250 63.6814 -15.3954 0.500000 0.166667 *
25 70.1956 34.0873 70.2113 33.8169 0.500000 0.166667 *
26 82.0475 27.7595 81.7699 27.9134 0.333333 0.166667 k
27 59.3957 26.4934 59.3371 25.6879 0.500000 0.166667 -k
28 114.678 20.7197 114.580 19.7925 0.333333 0.166667 k
29 89.8532 -6.31055 89.6451 -6.57996 0.500000 0.166667 -k
30 96.3623 42.0519 96.5957 41.8454 0.500000 0.166667 k
Table 4.3: Registration at moderate background (CR197contl, L)
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images with numbered control points.
4.2.1 Translation
We adopt the same convention as with the testing of the lateral shifts algorithm. In frames
where either the automatic or manual routines failed, the shifts contain exit values (512,
-512). The probability K/M is indicated for each frame for which the shifts were accurately
determined. This probability is essentially the ratio of the number of matched points to the
maximum of the total number of points in each of the two frames being registered. The
'*'
in the right most column indicates that the results from the two routines were almost the
same and the 'o' indicates that they do not match.
Table 4.4 compares the results of the Point matching algorithm with the lateral shifts
produced through manual registration. Both routines have been tested with the NGC6334
Br_A. filter. The automatic registration algorithm rejects frames 18, 23, 36 and 38 owing to
lack of a sufficient number of control points. One should note that whilemanually registering
the images, the operator rejected seven images. In all, 29 out of the 40 frames can be
verified to be correctly registered. Interestingly, comparing the unverified shifts from both,
the lateral shifts and the point matching algorithm, we see a striking correlation between
the two. Both algorithms make use of fundamentally different principles to determine the
shifts and yet the results rarely differ by more than a pixel.
Table 4.5 shows the results of the same experiment on the relatively unhostile NGC6334
PAH dataset. Owing to the high contrast in the images, the point matching algorithm is
able to determine control points for every frame. Comparing the shifts in frame 3, which
could not be registered manually, to those obtained by the lateral shifts algorithm in table
4.2 we again see that the two are remarkably close inspite of being determined by two
disparate algorithms.
The CR197contl dataset (table 4.6), although unhostile towards the lateral shifts al
gorithm, proves malignant towards the point matching algorithm. This is because of the
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Manual Automatic Probability
Frame No. X Y X Y K/M
1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 *
2 512.000 -512.000 -44.8442 3.07642 0.611111 o
3 60.5964 -1.62085 61.1559 -1.40747 0.500000 k
4 11.8335 -48.3809 14.0133 -48.5894 0.277778 k
5 25.4965 51.3113 25.4307 51.5298 0.388889 k
6 31.1515 37.3475 32.0682 37.4931 0.611111 k
7 -13.1221 38.7078 -13.2317 38.9352 0.444444 k
8 512.000 -512.000 92.8456 32.9185 0.444444 O
9 45.4796 -15.5292 46.5760 -16.0593 0.277778 k
10 56.7611 83.2035 57.5261 83.0854 0.277778 k
11 512.000 -512.000 18.3392 16.6367 0.333333 0
12 512.000 -512.000 -26.0552 17.9674 0.444444 o
13 512.000 -512.000 80.1768 10.2575 0.388889 o
14 31.9965 -38.0540 32.0382 -38.0962 0.304348 ?
15 42.8810 62.2151 43.0986 62.2067 0.500000 k
16 22.1491 65.2409 22.2851 65.4102 0.277778 *
17 512.000 -512.000 -22.3298 68.8308 0.500000 O
18 85.1256 64.3767 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
19 37.1559 17.6529 38.0682 17.4022 0.500000 *
20 48.1603 119.050 48.0218 118.822 0.444444 *
21 0.929443 61.7371 1.13654 61.8006 0.222222 *
22 -43.4149 65.4519 -43.8087 65.3433 0.333333 *
23 62.9945 62.9007 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
24 512.000 -512.000 16.8053 12.6672 0.222222 o
25 27.0898 112.917 27.2086 112.829 0.388889 k
26 30.5728 86.0745 31.0094 85.8145 0.388889 k
27 -14.8488 88.2882 -14.7101 88.4094 0.444444 k
28 91.2348 82.0098 91.1655 82.0667 0.388889 k
29 43.7481 33.0269 44.5990 33.5123 0.666667 k
30 56.0288 133.115 55.3345 132.700 0.222222 k
31 6.98901 56.0203 7.14331 56.0336 0.500000 k
32 -38.2935 60.8551 -38.5514 60.9416 0.388889 k
33 68.0157 58.1068 68.3886 58.1981 0.333333 k
34 19.7083 14.1774 20.1777 14.1746 0.555556 k
35 30.1221 117.908 30.5686 118.024 0.555556 k
36 33.4881 88.6475 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
37 -12.8198 95.3634 -12.6619 94.9481 0.166667 *
38 91.7959 94.6675 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
39 42.7322 50.9630 43.0254 50.5388 0.388889 ?
40 54.3528 155.201 53.6258 154.688 0.388889 *
Table 4.4:
Br_A)
Registration by point matching for high background, low contrast (NGC6334,
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Manual Automatic Probability
Frame No. X Y X Y K/M
1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 *
2 -49.9781 -0.0974731 -49.9807 1.48328 0.604651 *
3 512.000 -512.000 52.7466 -6.63202 0.647059 o
4 -0.837341 -57.1476 0.120239 -55.7599 0.689655 *
5 5.51678 41.7738 5.79242 43.0217 0.605263 ?
6 27.8297 27.7946 28.6506 28.5347 0.547619 *
7 -22.0500 27.8902 -20.8068 28.6575 0.581395 ?
8 81.9128 20.3504 82.1234 20.3691 0.594595 *
9 28.6306 -30.3094 28.9922 -30.0317 0.694444 ?
10 34.5576 66.9053 35.5690 67.8201 0.657895 *
11 7.91760 1.31326 8.93893 1.70483 0.885714 *
12 -42.1576 0.922302 -40.4182 1.43555 0.641026 *
13 62.0345 -7.84915 63.3274 -7.10425 0.741935 *
14 10.1960 -57.0171 10.6401 -56.9635 0.575000 *
15 17.7019 40.5535 17.3276 42.0776 0.717949 *
16 36.8085 27.5938 37.9178 28.3220 0.725000 *
17 -12.3218 29.7005 -11.2965 29.7200 0.549020 *
18 90.4565 22.4630 91.1498 22.7085 0.555556 *
19 38.1943 -26.8581 39.0885 -26.0937 0.571429 *
20 45.8636 73.2892 46.8034 74.0084 0.657895 *
21 16.9620 22.5775 18.3535 22.7792 0.621622 *
22 -30.5071 25.0772 -29.5156 24.7564 0.466667 *
23 73.8307 17.7469 74.4571 18.1094 0.588235 *
24 21.7983 -31.1880 23.0817 -30.5125 0.555556 *
25 30.7316 67.7079 30.3071 69.6754 0.581395 *
26 47.0425 53.9469 48.4095 55.0435 0.617021 -k
27 -2.34882 55.9939 -0.852966 56.9802 0.714286 k
28 101.610 48.8286 103.293 50.3245 0.774194 k
29 49.8414 -0.347076 51.1273 0.0606384 0.606061 ?
30 57.6080 98.3033 59.4361 99.9907 0.647059 *
31 24.1083 34.1795 26.3651 34.5393 0.590909 *
32 -22.4316 34.1560 -21.7043 34.7856 0.657895 -k
33 81.1033 25.7832 81.7318 26.3470 0.687500 -k
34 31.0992 -24.2610 31.7420 -23.6783 0.682927 k
35 40.4453 73.2913 39.9363 74.6054 0.735294 k
36 53.3057 56.1523 54.0295 56.8350 0.705882 k
37 5.38110 55.4525 6.19183 56.7887 0.685714 k
38 108.669 47.2320 110.380 48.7938 0.722222 k
39 57.7526 -3.35818 59.3941 -1.44577 0.657143 -k
40 67.3547 97.5540 67.8774 96.5924 0.696970 k
Table 4.5: Registration by point matching at low background (NGC6334, PAH)
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paucity of control points in most of the frames owing to the relatively lower contrast of
images in the sequence. Wherever the algorithm was able to find at least 5 control points,
it managed to return an answer. In others it returned exit values. Lowering the threshold
to accommodate three matching points does not help in this case, since two of the points
extracted are equidistant from the third. As a result, the algorithm performs rather poorly
on this dataset. It is able to extract shifts for only 7 out of 30 frames. These results,
however, do go a long way to establish the robustness of the algorithm. It either returns
the right answer or an exit value which ensures that the unregistered frame can be removed
from the reduction. It never returns an incorrect pair of shifts to mislead the shifting and
combination algorithms.
4.2.2 Rotation
This section demonstrates the robustness of the point matching algorithm to rotation. The
most convenient way to do this is to show samples of the reference and rotated target images
with numbered control points marked on each of them. We will use the two NGC6334
datasets to test the algorithm.
Figure 4.1 purports to demonstrate the robustness of the algorithm to arbitrary rota
tions. It shows the corresponding matched numbered control points on the reference (the
first) frame in the NGC6334 (PAH) dataset and the target frames. The first target frame
was the first frame in the dataset rotated through an angle of 20 in the clockwise direction.
The second target frame was the second frame in the dataset rotated through the same
angle. One can note, that in addition to rotation, the second target frame is intrinsically
displaced laterally from the reference frame.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 demonstrate the robustness of the algorithm to large rotations of
90
and
180
respectively. The algorithm is able to find the correct control points in both
cases.
Figure 4.4 again demonstrates the robustness of the algorithm to extremely large ro-
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Manual Automatic Probability
Frame No. X Y X Y K/M
1 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 *
2 -24.2447 -1.93219 -24.5278 -1.07208 0.666667 *
3 28.8094 -6.99750 28.1163 -7.82928 0.500000 *
4 3.76312 -34.0476 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
5 8.86035 15.0371 8.74457 14.9194 0.500000 ?
6 22.1205 10.6205 22.3011 10.0839 0.666667 *
7 -2.04617 10.8308 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
8 52.1320 6.95947 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
9 26.1010 -20.2889 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
10 30.9510 29.4854 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
11 26.3893 8.75159 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
12 2.32812 8.17352 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
13 56.3295 5.18848 56.2764 5.48029 0.500000 *
14 30.8885 -20.5281 30.7480 -21.1411 0.500000 *
15 36.7566 29.8991 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
16 50.0123 27.1372 49.7855 27.0314 0.666667 *
17 26.9863 27.0073 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
18 81.1274 23.5013 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
19 54.7533 -3.15594 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
20 60.9035 46.3831 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
21 57.2126 18.7324 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
22 34.6568 17.3590 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
23 88.7420 12.4956 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
24 63.7687 -15.4250 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
25 70.1956 34.0873 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
26 82.0475 27.7595 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
27 59.3957 26.4934 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
28 114.678 20.7197 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
29 89.8532 -6.31055 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
30 96.3623 42.0519 512.000 -512.000 0.00000
Table 4.6: Registration by point matching at moderate background (CR197contl, L)
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Reference Image (frame 1 Target Image (frame 2)
Reference Image (frame 1) Target Image (frame 3)
Figure 4.1: Point matching between reference and rotated target images (NGC6334 PAH)
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Reference Image (frame 1) Target Image (frame 2)
Figure 4.2: Point matching between reference and rotated target images (NGC6334 PAH)
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Figure 4.3: Point matching between reference and rotated target images (NGC6334 PAH)
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tation of 180 using the NGC6334 Br_A filter. It can be noted that although the number
of control points are fewer and the noise, visibly higher, the matches are still successful.
Reference Image (frame 1) Target Image (frame 2)
Figure 4.4: Point matching between reference and rotated target images (NGC6334 Br_A)
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Conclusions
The reduction of infrared astronomical images involves a series of steps to convert a sequence
of frames into a single image with high SNR. The lack of a suitable automated system for
the South Pole required for the registration step to be performed manually by an operator.
The goal of this project has been to construct a robust auto-registration framework to
replace this manual step for cases when the source contained multiple control points. Such
a framework would obviate the need for human intervention during the reduction. Owing
to this, it would be possible to automate the entire sequence of reduction steps by executing
them one after the other as if in a 'pipeline'.
We have proposed and evaluated two algorithms to automatically determine relative
displacement between two given frames. The first determines lateral shifts between frames
by taking the difference in coordinates of common anchor points in the frames and choosing
the differences with maximum occurrences. The second tries to match common points in
the two frames by using the distance as matching criteria and picking out triads ofmatching
points whose transformation parameters have maximum occurrence.
Although the two algorithms use two different criteria to arrive at the end result, the
principle is essentially the same. In both algorithms we seek to determine a space of possible
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transformations. We then pick out that set of transformation parameters with the largest
probability of occurrence.
5.2 Recommendations
As long as certain criteria are satisfied, it is apparent from the results shown in the previous
chapter that both algorithms are extremely robust. The probability of returning an incorrect
set of transformation parameters can be made almost negligible by careful selection of
threshold parameters.
5.2.1 Necessary Conditions
Each algorithm has a set of necessary conditions that have to be satisfied in order for it to
return a correct answer. If any of these conditions is not satisfied, the algorithm returns an
exit value. The necessary conditions for each algorithm are discussed in the beginning of
sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
From these conditions and the results displayed in Chapter 4, we arrive at the following
conclusion. If one has a priori information about the image sequence, that each frame is
only translated from the reference, it is advisable to use the lateral shifts algorithm. The
results of the lateral shifts algorithm are reliable and the success rate is extremely good.
Besides, if required, the algorithm can be easily modified to return a set of matching points
instead of lateral shifts. Also, the lateral shifts algorithm requires a fewer control points
(> 2) than the point matching algorithm. This makes it ideal for noisy environments where
control points are hard to extract.
5.2.2 Computational Considerations
Most of the computation required for both algorithms occurs at the feature extraction stage.
Each frame requires a large number of histogram equalization operations and rejection
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operations, both of which can be minimized by careful selection of block size as explained
in section 3.2.3
The number of computations required by the lateral shifts algorithm is consistently
lower than the point matching algorithm. If there are x and y number of points extracted
from the two frames respectively, the maximum number of computations required is 2xy
subtraction operations and a 2D histogram operation.
For the point matching algorithm, given x and y number of points from the two frames,
we need
3(x2 + y2) addition and subtraction operations and
[x2 + y2) multiplication (squar
ing) operations to determine the matrices. For the preliminary matching we require x2y
subtraction operations. Once the preliminary matching is done, assuming x < y and all
x points were matched to a subset of the y points in the second image (the worst case
scenario), the match refining algorithm requires xCs matrix inverse and matrix multiplica
tion operations to determine the space of transformation parameters and a 3D histogram
operation to determine the most likely transformation.
One must note that with higher computing speed, the difference in computation times
for the two algorithms is relatively small. Nevertheless, unless a particular dataset is known
to contain rotation, it seems ill advised to use the point matching algorithm.
5.3 Future Work
The same matching criterion used for the point matching algorithm could be extended to
include an additional transformation parameter like scaling / magnification. Instead of
comparing relative distances between points from both frames, we could can consider each
point to be a vector whose components are the relative distances. We would then need
to find the same vectors in the target image by iteratively swapping the components and
determining a vector product that is maximum.
By rewriting the preliminarymatching algorithm in such away that it can match points
inspite of scaling, we do not increase the computational complexity of the match refining
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algorithm. In this way we can achieve a registration system that has a complexity denoted
by 0(NS) for all parameters (s, 6, tx and ty) which is more optimal than the Chang, Cheng
and Wu [2] algorithm by a factor of N.
The computational complexity of such an algorithm would be considerably higher than
that of the existing point matching algorithm without scaling. It would also require a 4D
histogram due to the extra scaling parameter.
Another direction of research is the case when there is only one point in the entire
reference image. Our existing algorithm rejects the entire sequence as lacking information.
When there is only one point in each of the target frames, it raises questions as to whether
that point is the same as the one in the reference image or an outlier. Another possible case
is one where there are multiple points in the target frames. In this case, the algorithm has
to intelligently determine which point in the target frame is to be matched with the one in
the reference image.
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Appendix A
Estimation of Centroid
In order to accurately estimate the displacement between two frames, we generally need to
estimate the distance between the centroids of the two stars. It therefore becomes necessary
to accurately determine the location of the centroid of each star.
300
p
250 -
Figure A.l: Point Spread Function of a Star
Typically, a star has a point spread function (PSF) similar to the one in figure A.l
denoted by f(X,Y). In order to find the centroid, we require an initial guess and a search
area of 1.5ct around the center of the PSF. 1.5<r corresponds to 0.637 FWHM9 distance
9The Full Width Half Maximum Distance is denned as the diameter of the PSF at which height of the
PSF is half its maximum.
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around the PSF. We locate the point with maximum intensity in this search area and use
it as the center of a square of dimensions 3a x 3a. We then sum the partial derivatives
with respect to X and Y of all the pixels in this square over Y and X.
f'(X)=J-^f(X,Y)dY
f'(Y) = J^f(X,Y)dX
In the discrete case, where f(X) and f(Y) contain a finite number of samples N, f'(X)
and f'(Y) contain N 1 samples owing to the discrete nature of the derivative function.
Thus, when i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,N - 1
f'(Xi) = Y^[f(Xi,Y)-f(Xi-1,Y)}
Y
f'(Yi) = E[/(*>y0 - f(X>Yi-i)]
x
The centroid is the point at which the partial derivatives of the PSF are 0. That is, we
locate the point with coordinates (x,y) such that,
f'(x) = f'(y) = o
In practice we multiply f'(X) and f'(Y) by aweighting functionW(X) or VF(y) (figure
A.2) that is unity at the center, 0.5 at the edges and linear in between.
Assuming that both f'(X), f'(Y),W(X) and W(Y) are centered around 0, we find out
the offset between the mid point of the square and the centroid of the PSF.
EW(X)X2 x W(X)f'(X)dx =
dy =
Ew(x) x ew(x)f(x)x
J2W(Y)Y2x^2W(Y)f'(Y)
EW{Y) x EW(Y)f'(Y)Y
The centroid will thus be equal to,
xcen = xmid-dx
Veen = ymid-dy
This is an easy algorithm to implement and is reliable in that it can be made to return
an exit value in case the centroid cannot be determined.
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Figure A.2: Weighting Function
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Appendix B
Demonstration of Feature
Extraction
This section demonstrates the robustness of the point feature extraction algorithm used
to drive the displacement estimation algorithms. The algorithm itself is described in more
detail in section 3.2. We will use an image from the NGC6334 (SW) dataset taken using a
Br_A filter to explain the various steps that make up the feature extraction algorithm. For
convenience, we start with a flatfielded difference image - the image of the source after the
background radiation has been subtracted from it.
Figure B.l is a difference image that has been piece-wise scaled to 256 levels for display
on a standard monitor. All pixels with intensities less than fj, 0.5a have been mapped to
0 and those with intensities greater than fj, + 0.5<t have been mapped to 255, where /j, is the
mean and a is the standard deviation of the pixel values in the image.
We now break down the image into blocks of 32 x 32 pixels and equalize the histograms
of each block independently. Each block is finally scaled to 256 levels. The resultant image
is shown in figure B.2.
Following the histogram equalization operation, we threshold the image at some suit
able pixel value (240 in this case). Thresholding produces an image like the one in figure
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Figure B.l: Difference Image
Figure B.2: Block equalized image
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B.3
Figure B.3: Thresholded image
The thresholded image contains large quantities of random noise that needs to be
removed. In order to do this, we set all the bad pixels in the array to 0 with the help of
a bad pixel mask. We then subject the image to a 5 x 5 median filter. The image thus
obtained is free from noise (figure B.4).
We now need to segment each of the clusters of white pixels into separate objects
so that we can find the mid-point of each cluster. The connected components algorithm
described in [11] does just that. Each cluster is given a unique label to separate it from the
rest. We can further process the image by discarding clusters of arbitrarily large size that
may have been produced by histogram equalization artifacts.
Once each cluster has been uniquely segmented from the rest, the task of determining
the coordinates for the center of the cluster becomes trivial. One needs to simply average
over the coordinates of all the pixels with a particular label to find the center of the cluster
with that label. This is described in detail in section 3.2.4. The centroid of the star can then
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Figure B.4: Median filtered image
be determined by using the center of the cluster as the starting point for the centroiding
algorithm explained in Appendix A.
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Appendix C
Effect of Registration Accuracy on
Photometry
In this section, we document the effect of registration on photometry. In order to do this,
we produce four different images from the same dataset (NGC6334 PAH) shown in figure
C.l. The first of the four images has been registered to subpixel accuracy. In order to
produce the second image, the sub pixel shifts were rounded to the nearest integer before
registration. The second image is therefore accurate only down to one pixel. In order to
produce the third and fourth images, we add a random number with uniform probability
density to each of the shifts before rounding them to the nearest integer. In the third image
the random number is uniformly distributed between -2 and 2 and in the fourth it lies
between -4 and 4. We introduce this randomness with a view to creating a disturbance in
the registration and introducing a certain amount of 'fuzziness' in the final image.
Having generated these four images, we pick out ten stars in each of these images and
compute concentric aperture photometry for each of these stars for a number of aperture
sizes ranging from 5 to 11 pixels. We choose the inner and outer radii of the sky annulus to
be 11 and 13 pixels respectively. The magnitudes for each of the stars in each image have
been documented in tables C.l, C.2, C.3 and C.4
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Photometry on star number 4 on the subpixel registerd image could not be computed,
possibly due to a large number of bad pixels in the region around the star. Fractional
registration involves bilinear interpolation around pixels which often results in a number of
good pixels been marked as bad owing to their proximity to some neighboring bad pixels.
Close examination of the tables reveals that corresponding values in table C.l and
C.2 are extremely close with the exception of those in star number 1. Most of the values
in table C.l are within a range of 0.02 units from the corresponding values in table C.2.
Moreover, the values of the stars in the integer shifted image are mostly lower than those
in the fractionally shifted image. Since the magnitude is a negative scale, the stars in the
integer shifted image are essentially brighter. This suggests that it might not be necessary
to compute fractional shifts after all. Advantages of rounding of the shifts include a more
well defined outer rim and lesser computational complexity.
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Aperture Size (pixels)
Star No. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 13.7538 13.5539 13.4015 13.2919 13.2263 13.1897 13.2090
2 14.4798 14.2574 14.1078 14.0062 13.9324 13.8838 13.8612
3 14.5375 14.3044 14.1473 14.0378 13.9640 13.9229 13.9009
4 99.9990 99.9990 99.9990 99.9990 99.9990 99.9990 99.9990
5 14.1813 13.9360 13.7613 13.6403 13.5607 13.5109 13.4820
6 14.3090 14.0670 13.8929 13.7750 13.6918 13.6364 13.5981
7 14.2332 14.0163 13.8698 13.7675 13.6970 13.6524 13.6283
8 14.0331 13.7881 13.6143 13.4804 13.3797 13.2978 13.2344
9 14.3719 14.0629 13.8383 13.6685 13.5488 13.4638 13.4118
10 13.7661 13.5306 13.3638 13.2522 13.1762 13.1262 13.0977
Table C.l: Photometry of image registered to subpixel accuracy
Aperture Size (pixels)
Star No. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 13.6364 13.4080 13.2472 13.1331 13.0390 12.9775 12.9380
2 14.4648 14.2447 14.0968 13.9955 13.9237 13.8770 13.8493
3 14.5306 14.3025 14.1469 14.0424 13.9682 13.9253 13.9051
4 14.0046 13.7875 13.6377 13.5353 13.4667 13.4284 13.4056
5 14.1794 13.9357 13.7672 13.6490 13.5710 13.5257 13.5041
6 14.3332 14.0948 13.9251 13.8120 13.7364 13.6907 13.6621
7 14.2150 13.9993 13.8519 13.7527 13.6869 13.6427 13.6138
8 13.9899 13.7486 13.5714 13.4401 13.3335 13.2487 13.1794
9 14.3560 14.0476 13.8208 13.6518 13.5268 13.4428 13.3900
10 13.7599 13.5282 13.3660 13.2545 13.1810 13.1326 13.1070
Table C.2: Photometry of image registered to a 1-pixel accuracy
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Figure C.l: Comparison of images registered at different accuracies
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Aperture Size (pixels)
Star No. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 13.6822 13.4508 13.2814 13.1662 13.0909 13.0446 13.0214
2 14.4999 14.2666 14.1069 13.9945 13.9247 13.8733 13.8343
3 14.5933 14.3575 14.1974 14.0843 14.0044 13.9613 13.9324
4 14.0711 13.8451 13.6894 13.5807 13.5093 13.4681 13.4493
5 14.2399 13.9962 13.8236 13.7029 13.6270 13.5779 13.5536
6 14.4118 14.1656 13.9922 13.8683 13.7880 13.7424 13.7196
7 14.2952 14.0745 13.9277 13.8229 13.7537 13.7098 13.6895
8 14.0963 13.8543 13.6782 13.5467 13.4469 13.3668 13.3041
9 14.3686 14.0643 13.8297 13.6600 13.5314 13.4394 13.3809
10 13.8369 13.6013 13.4356 13.3219 13.2448 13.1940 13.1684
Table C.3: Photometry of image registered to a 2-pixel accuracy
Aperture Size (pixels)
Star No. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 13.7343 13.4842 13.3082 13.1679 13.0645 13.0041 12.9579
2 14.8230 14.5746 14.4051 14.2853 14.1942 14.1422 14.1101
3 14.8446 14.5675 14.3763 14.2439 14.1413 14.0793 14.0521
4 14.3879 14.1346 13.9587 13.8297 13.7456 13.6881 13.6599
5 14.5002 14.2339 14.0425 13.9131 13.8211 13.7710 13.7426
6 14.6483 14.3801 14.1836 14.0388 13.9338 13.8633 13.8219
7 14.6053 14.3564 14.1695 14.0358 13.9425 13.8771 13.8343
8 14.3466 14.0522 13.8349 13.6657 13.5378 13.4273 13.3439
9 14.5276 14.2249 13.9904 13.8144 13.6851 13.5987 13.5427
10 14.1039 13.8534 13.6775 13.5565 13.4687 13.4086 13.3761
Table C.4: Photometry of image registered to a 4-pixel accuracy
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Appendix D
IDL Code
We devote this section to the code that was developed to test out our algorithms. Section
D.l contains the hist_segment() function to extract the coordinates of all the stars from
each of the images. Sections D.2 and D.3 present the code for the lateral shifts and point
matching algorithms respectively.
D.l Coordinate Extraction Algorithm
D.l.l hist.segment.pro
function hist_segment , imagel, block_size, MASK = mask, $
NOCENTROID = keywnocentroid, $
final_image = ref , STAR_SIZE = size_thresh, $
NOROUND = keywnoround, $
THRESHOLD = threshold
/*
** Name: hist_segment()
** Purpose: Segments an Infrared astronomical image based on local
** statistics (by using a localized histogram) into
** 'stars' and 'other objects'
** Arguments :
** In: imagel: Image array out of which the coordinates of the
** stars are to be extracted.
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**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
** Returns
**
** Calls:
Out:
InOut :
block_size: Scalar specifying the size of the block over
which equalization is to be carried out. Default value: 24.
MASK: Keyword argument that is set to the bad pixel mask
array. If the mask is not specified, all pixels are assumed
to be good. The mask has to be the same size as the image.
NOCENTROID: Keyword, if set the algorithm does not find
centroid of the stars, it only returns the centers
of the clusters.
STAR_SIZE: Keyword argument that specifies the area of
in pixels over which a cluster is to be rejected.
NOROUND: Keyword, if set does not check for roundness
criteria. Default Value: 256 pixels
THRESHOLD: Keyworded argument that specifies the threshold
for the block equalized image. It can be a number between 1
and 254. Default: 240
final_size: Set this keyword to a named variable. This
basically returns the segmented image in which all objects
have been segmented out .
This function basically is formed by stringing to together
a series of simple algorithms.
1. It uses a block histogram equalization routine to
scale the image based on local statistics.
2. It then thresholds the scaled image to a bi-level image.
3. Then, it cleans up the image with a median filter.
4. It then uses a connected components algorithm to find
the coordinates of each of the clusters.
5. It then analyzes each cluster for roundness by computing
variances in the x and y directions and rejecting it if
the variances are greater than a 4.0
6. Rejects clusters larger than a specified size.
7 Finds the centroid of each star represented by the
cluster in the original image and returns the centroids.
Returns an array containing the coordinates of the centroid
of each of the stars in the image array.
block_hist() , cntrd() - part of the IDL astronomy Library.
*/
Written by: Adith Chandrasekhar (axc7772@cis.rit.edu)
; Set default values .
if (n_elements(size_thresh) eq 0) then size_thresh = 256
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if (N_ELEMENTS(block_size) eq 0) then block_size = 24
if (n_ELEMENTS (threshold) eq 0) then threshold = 240
if (N_elements(mask) eq 0) then mask = f ltarr(siz[l] ,siz[2] )+l
block histogram equalize the image
ref = block_hist (imagel, block_size)
and find size of the image.
siz = size (ref)
; Now threshold the image
ref [where (ref It threshold) ]=0
ref [where (ref ge threshold)] =255
; Mask has to be the same size as image .
if (n_elements(mask) ne n_elements(ref )) then begin
print, 'Mask not same size as
image'
return, [-1,-1]
endif
; zero all bad pixels, median filter it with a 5 x 5 kernel and convert
; the floating point array into a byte.
ref = byte (median (ref*mask, 5))
; Set all the pixels on the edge (that get distorted because of
; median filtering) to zero
ref [0:2, *]=0
ref[*. 0:2]=0
ref [siz[l]-3:siz[l]-l, *]=0
ref[*. siz[2]-3:siz[2]-l]=0
; connected components analysis. Refer to IDL online help.
ref l=label_region(ref )
; Find the center of each cluster and reject the ones that do not
; satisfy the roundness criterion.
hist = histogram (ref 1)
for i =1, n_elements(hist)-l do begin
xcoords = where (ref 1 eq i) mod siz[l]
ycoords = where (ref 1 eq i) / siz[l]
ncoords = n_elements (xcoords)
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if ((hist[i] It 3) OR (hist [i] gt size_thresh) ) then $
ref [where (ref 1 eq i)]=0 else if not keyword_set(keywnoround) $
then begin
mean_x = total (xcoords) /ncoords
mean_y = total (ycoords) /ncoords
var_x = (xcoords ## transpose (xcoords)) /ncoords- (mean_x"2)
var_y = (ycoords ## transpose (ycoords)) /ncoords- (mean_y~2)
if (abs(var_x[0]-var_y[0] ) ge 4.0) then ref [where (ref 1 eq i)] = 0
endif
endfor
; Median filter again!
ref=byte (median (ref*mask, 5))
; connected components once again.
ref l=label_region(ref )
h=histogram(ref 1)
; This time find the centers of the new clusters.
n_stars=n_elements (h) -1
; If no stars could be found.
if (n_stars le 0) then begin
print, 'No stars
found'
return, [-1, -1]
endif
mean_x=f ltarr(n_stars)
mean_y=mean_x
for j=0, n_stars-l do begin
temp=where (ref 1 eq j+1)
temp_y=long(temp/siz [1] )
temp_x=long(temp mod siz[l])
mean_x [j] =total (temp_x) /n_elements (temp_x)
mean_y [j ]=total (temp_y) /n_elements (temp_y)
endfor
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; Sort points based on distance from the origin.
mean=sqrt (mean_x~2+mean_y~2)
mean_x=mean_x [sort (mean) ]
mean_y=mean_y [sort (mean)]
; Centroid
if not keyword_set(keywnocentroid) then begin
cntrd, median(imagel,3) , mean_x, mean_y, mean_xl, mean_yl, 7
; Centroid returns (-1, -1) if it couldn't find the centroid. Those
; coordinates have to be rejected.
good_cen = where (mean_xl ne -1)
if (good_cen[0] ne -1) then begin
mean_x = mean_xl [good_cen]
mean_y = mean_yl [good_cen]
endif
endif
; return the mean_x and mean_y coordinates.
return, [transpose (mean_x) , transpose (mean_y)]
end
D.l.2 block_hist.pro
function block_hist, image, block_size
/*-
** Name:
** Purpose :
**
** Pre:
**
** Arguments :
** In:
**
**
**
** InOut :
**
** Returns :
block_hist()
Chunks up the input image into blocks and equalizes
each block independently
Image and block_size must be supplied, image should
be a 2D array and block_size, a scalar
Image: a 2d array on which block-based equalization has
to be carried out .
block_size: A scalar denoting the size of the dimension
of the square block to be used in pixels .
Each block is treated as an independent image and
equalized using the built in IDL hist_equal function.
A block_equalized array.
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** Calls: none.
-*/
Written by: Adith Chandrasekhar (axc7772@cis.rit.edu)
; Find size of the image
siz=size (image)
; Find number of blocks in x directions
n_blocks_x=ceil (float (siz [1] ) /block_size)
; find number of blocks in y direction
n_blocks_y=ceil (float (siz [2] ) /block_size)
; Copy the image onto another image so that the original itself
; is not altered.
ref
; for each block do this
for j=0, n_blocks_y-l do begin
for i=0, n_blocks_x-l do begin
; Find which part of the image has to be cut out.
xl = i*block_size
x2 = (xl+block_size-l) < (siz[l]-l)
yl = j*block_size
y2 = (yl+block_size-l) < (siz[2]-l)
; Put the block into a temporary array.
temp = ref_image[xl:x2, yl:y2]
; If it can be equalized, then equalize it and put it
back into the
; array or else just set all the pixels
in the block to zero.
if ( min(temp) ne max (temp) ) then begin
temp = hist_equal(temp)
ref_image[xl:x2, yl:y2]
= temp
endif else begin
ref_image[xl:x2, yl:y2]
= 0
endelse
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endfor
endfor
; Return resultant image .
return, ref_image
end
D.2 Lateral Shifts Algorithm
D.2.1 lateral-shifts.pro
FUNCTION lateral_shifts, filenames, mask=maskf ile
+
This is the core auto-registration algorithm for the RIT/NOAO/CARA
project. It does a feature based registration of all the images specified
in the filenames variable.
PLEASE NOTE: This is the same algorithm as the autoreg_vl . pro function
written for the pipeline project.
The algorithm works on the premise that the images are shifted from each
other in the x and y direction. It does not take rotation and dilation
into account at this point .
CALLING METHOD:
shifts = lateral_shifts (filenames)
where :
filenames: array of strings containing the names of the fits
files to be registered. Thus, filenames [0]= '001. fits'
filenames [1] =' 002 .fits '
filenames [2] =' 003 . f its '
etc.
shifts: A 2D array that contains the x and y shifts of each
image with respect to the image in filenames [0]
The dimensions of shifts is [2 x n_f iles]
where n_files is the number of files in filenames.
shifts[*,0] is always [0,0]. i.e the relative shift
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of the first image with respect to itself.
shifts [0,j] Shift in x direction of the jth image with
respect to the first image.
shifts [l,j] Shift in y direction of the jth image with
respect to the first image.
The algorithm segments each image into Bright Discrete Objects (stars) and
everything else. The result of the segmentation is a 2-level image in
which only stars are white and everything else is black.
It then tries to match corresponding stars in two different images based
on their displacement. It returns the displacement with the highest
probability.
The algorithm calls: hist_segment()
Written by: Adith Chandrasekhar (axc7772@cis.rit.edu)
$Id: autoreg_vl.pro,v 1.6 1999/07/12 15:57:06 axc7772 Exp $
$Log: autoreg_vl .pro,v $
Revision 1.6 1999/07/12 15:57:06 axc7772
Fixed a bug with respect to the binsize, works fine now!
Revision 1.5 1999/06/25 16:25:32 axc7772
Modified it such that you can specify the pixel mask file you want
Revision 1.4 1999/06/24 18:10:20 axc7772
RCS is causing problems. Changes the comment character. You have to
check out programs on sun machines only for the comments to
work correctly.
Revision 1.3 1999/06/18 15:16:05 axc7772
Altered the binsize and other related parameters for the histogram
function. Should work much better now!
Revision 1.2 1999/06/04 18:15:44 axc7772
Uses a single function hist_segment to segment the image. Also uses a 2-d
histogram function instead of 2 one-dimensional histogram functions.
Makes it more reliable.
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Revision 1.1 1999/06/04 18:13:41 axc7772
Initial revision
if n_elements(maskfile) eq 0 then maskfile = '/pipe/idl_lib/abumask.
fits'
shifts=fltarr (2 , n_elements (filenames) )
mask=mrdf its (maskfile [0] , /SILENT)
; Load the first image (reference image)
ref2=mrdf its (filenames [0] , /SILENT)
sa=size(ref2)
Revised algorithm to segment image - makes use of a block-based
hist_equal function combined with a centroid and roundness criterion
algorithm
coords=hist_segment (ref2 , 64 ,mask=mask , star_size=256 , /noround)
; mean_x contains the x-positions of all the stars
; mean_y contains the y-positions of all the stars.
mean_x=coords [0 , *]
mean_y=coords [1 , *]
FOR i=l, n_elements (filenames) -1 DO BEGIN
; Do the same for each image in the stream.
cor2=mrdfits (filenames [i] , /SILENT)
coords2=hist_segment (cor2 , 64 ,mask=mask , star_size=256)
mean_xl=coords2 [0 , *]
mean_yl=coords2 [1 , *]
u=fltarr(n_elements(mean_x) , n_elements(mean_xl))
v=fltarr(n_elements(mean_y) , n_elements(mean_yl))
; Compute the space of all shifts
for j=0, n_elements(mean_x)-l do begin
for k=0, n_elements(mean_xl)-l do begin
u[j ,k]=mean_x[j]-mean_xl[k]
v[j ,k]=mean_y[j] -mean_yl [k]
endfor
endfor
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; Find the histogram of the space of shifts.
hist = hist_2d(u, v ,minl=-999 ,maxl=1000 ,min2=-999 ,max2=1000 ,binl=8 ,bin2=8)
; Figure out where the histogram of this space is maximum
; That correspondes to the shift of the image .
p = where (hist eq max (hist))
; Need to play with binsize to do that.
if ( (n_elements(p) gt 1) OR (p[0] eq -1)) then $
shifts[*,i]= [-512, 512] else begin
py=p[0] /long (250)
px=p[0] mod long(250)
px = px*8-999+3.5
py = py*8-999+3.5
p = where ( (abs(u-px) It 5.0) AND (abs(v-py) It 5.0) )
if (p[0] eq -1) then shifts[*,i]= [-512, 512] else begin
shift_x = total (u [p] )/n_elements(p)
shift_y = total (v [p] )/n_elements(p)
shifts [* , i] = [shift_x , shift_y]
endelse
endelse
print, -shifts[*,i]
endfor
; return the computed shifts.
return, -shifts
end
D.3 Point Matching Algorithm
D.3.1 point-match.pro
FUNCTION point_match, filenames
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The algorithm works on the premise that the images are shifted, rotated
or both shifted and rotated from each other. It does not take dilation
into account at this point. Only rotation and translation have been
considered.
CALLING METHOD:
result = point_match(filenames)
where :
filenames: array of strings containing the names of the 2 fits
files to be registered. Thus, filenames [0] = '001. fits'
filenames [1]=' 002. fits'
etc.
result : A 2D array that contains the x and y coordinates
of each matching pair of points in the two images.
The dimensions of shifts is [4 x n_stars]
where n_stars is the number of matching stars found
between the two images.
result [0,i] and result [l,i] are the x and y coordinates
of the ith point in one of the images and result [2, i] and
result [3, i] are the x and y coordinates of the same
point as found on the other image .
The algorithm segments each image into Bright Discrete Objects (stars) and
everything else. The result of the segmentation is a 2-level image in
which only stars are white and everything else is black.
It then tries to match corresponding stars in two different images based
on their relative distance from other points in the same image . It then
refines this initial match by determining the most probable angle of
rotation and translations in the x and y direction.
It returns the matches with the highest probability.
The algorithm calls: hist_segment() , prelim_match() , ref ine_match()
Written by: Adith Chandrasekhar (axc7772@cis.rit.edu)
; Read in mask
mask=mrdfits('/pipe/idl_lib/abumask. fits' , /SILENT)
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; read the first file in
ref=mrdfits(filenames[0] , /SILENT)
sa=size(ref )
; Find all the stars in that image using hist_segment()
coords=hist_segment (ref , 64 ,mask=mask , star_size=256 , /noround)
mean_x=reform(coords [0,*] )
mean_y=reform(coords [1,*] )
; find total number of stars found
n_stars=n_elements (mean_x)
; Generate 2 arrays of dimensions N"2 x N~2 where N is the number of
; stars found.
ul=fltarr(n_stars, n_stars)
vl=ul
; Now we shall compute the distance of each stars from the others in
; that image .
for j=0, n_stars-l do begin
for k=0, n_stars-l do begin
ul [k , j ] =mean_x [j ] -mean_x [k]
vl [k , j ] =mean_y [j ] -mean_y [k]
endfor
endfor
distl_xy = sqrt((ul~2)+(vl~2))
; Read in the target image.
cor=mrdfits(filenames[l] , /SILENT)
; Do the same thing we did for the reference image .
coordsl=hist_segment (cor , 64 ,mask=mask , star_size=256 , /nocentroid)
mean_xl=reform(coordsl[0,*] )
mean_yl=reform(coordsl [1,*] )
n_stars=n_elements(mean_xl)
ul=fltarr(n_elements(mean_xl) , n_elements(mean_xl))
vl=fltarr(n_elements(mean_yl) , n_elements(mean_yl))
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for j=0, n_stars-l do begin
for k=0, n_stars-l do begin
ul[k, j]=mean_xl[j]-mean_xl[k]
vl[k, j]=mean_yl[j]-mean_yl[k]
endfor
endfor
dist2_xy=sqrt((ul~2)+(vl~2))
; Now we generate arrays of coordinates in each image and feed them
; along with distances to the preliminary matching algorithm.
ref [transpose (mean_x) , transpose (mean_y) ]
cor_xy= [transpose (mean_xl) , transpose (mean_yl)]
temp_res=prelim_match(distl_xy, dist2_xy, ref_xy, cor_xy)
If we were able to find a reasonably large number of preliminary
matches we refine it. by passing the answer to the match refining
algorithm.
if (n_elements(temp_res[0,*] ) ge 4) then $
temp_res=ref ine_match(temp_res)
; If the results of match refining algorithm are less than 3 sets
; of matching points, return an exit value (-1) otherwise return
; the set of matching points .
if n_elements(temp_res[0,*] ) le 3 then $
result = -1 else begin
result = temp_res
endelse
return, result
end
D.3.2 prelim_match.pro
function prelim_match, distl_xy, dist2_xy, ref_xy, cor_xy
+
/*
** Name: prelim_match()
** Purpose: matches points in two images based on relative distances
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** from other points.
** Pre: distl_xy and dist2_xy are square matrices. The number
** of elements in any row or column of distl_xy is the same
** as the number of rows in ref_xy. AND the number of elements
** in any row or column of dist2_xy is the same as the number
** of rows in cor_xy.
** Arguments:
** In: distl_xy: A matrix that contains the distances of each
** point from the other in the reference image. Diagonal
** elements are 0 and the matrix is symmetric.
** dist2_xy: same as above but for the target image.
** ref_xy: the array containing the coordinates of all the
** anchor points in image 1 .
** cor_xy: the array containing the coordinates of all anchor
** points in image2.
** InOut: The points corresponding to the rows from distl_xy and
** dist2_xy with the most number of matching elements are
** paired up
** Returns: An array containing the coordinates of the matched points.
** Calls: none.
*/
Written by: Adith Chandrasekhar (axc7772@cis.rit.edu)
; make a dummy result array.
result = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
; find number of coordinates that need to be worked on.
n_ref_xy=n_elements(distl_xy [0 , *] )
n_cor_xy=n_elements (dist2_xy [0 , *] )
; if there is just one star in the target image then exit.
if (n_elements(dist2_xy) eq 1) then return, -1
; do this for each row of distl_xy.
for j=0, n_elements(distl_xy[*,0])-l do begin
; initialize an array that keeps track of the matching elements in each
; row.
count = fltarr(n_elements(dist2_xy[*,0]))
for i=0, n_elements(dist2_xy[*,0] )-l do begin
tempi = distl_xy[*, j]
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temp2 = dist2_xy[*,i]
for s = 0, n_elements (tempi) -1 do begin
p=where(abs(temp2-templ [s] ) le 3.0) ; Count the matching elements
if ((p[0] ne -1)) then $
count [i]=count [i]+l ; if found increment counter variable
endfor
endfor
; if the number of matching elements are greater than some threshold
; match them up or else ignore them.
p = where ( (count eq max (count)) AND $
(float (max (count)) ge 0.5*(n_elements(templ) < n_elements(temp2))))
if ( (n_elements(p) eq 1) and (p[0] ne -1) ) then begin
result = transpose ( [transpose (result) , $
transpose ( [ref_xy[*,j] , cor_xy[*,p[0]]] )] )
endif
endfor
; if no matching elements found return a row containing all zeros
; or else return the set of matching coordinates.
if n_elements (result [0,*] ) ne 1 then return, result [*, 1:*] else $
return, result
end
D.3.3 refine-match
function ref ine_match, result 1
/*
** Name: ref ine_match()
** Purpose: Weeds out incorrect matches made by the prelim_match()
** algorithm.
** Pre: resultl should be an array with 4 columns. 1st and 2nd
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** column represents the x and y coordinates of all stars in
** framel. 3rd and 4th column represent x and y coords of
** the corresponding stars in frame 2.
** Arguments :
** In: resultl: An array containing the list of matching
** stars, star(xy) in framel = star(xy) in frame2 type format
** The array therefore has 4 columns and rows correpsonding
** to the number of stars found by the prelim_match()
** function.
** InOut: using the preliminary matches, we calculate the theta,
** and translations for each combination of 3 matches from
** the preliminary list. We then pick only those matches
** that produced the most probable theta and translations.
** Returns : An array that is of the same format as the input array
** resultl except that it is a subset of resultl.
** Calls: None.
*/
Written by: Adith Chandrasekhar (axc7772@cis.rit.edu)
; Subtract 511.5 from the result to center the coordinates around the
; origin.
result=resultl-511 .5
; Find number of elements
n_result=n_elements (result)
; If there are less than 4 matches then exit else continue.
if ( n_result It 16 ) then return, -1 $
else begin
; figure size of the result array.
siz=size (result)
; initialize an array to store transformation parameters. We shall
; append further rows to this array.
trans=[0.0,0.0,0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
; We use 3 loops to pick out all the NC3 combinations.
for i=0, siz [2] -3 do $
for j=i+l, siz [2] -2 do $
for k=j+l, siz[2]-l do begin
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ref_xi=result[0,i] & ref_yi=result [l,i]
ref_xj=result[0, j] & ref_yj=result [1, j]
ref_xk=result[0,k] & ref_yk=result [l,k]
cor_xi=result [2,i] & cor_yi=result [3,i]
cor_xj=result [2, j] & cor_yj=result [3, j]
cor_xk=result[2,k] & cor_yk=result [3,k]
; formulate the transformation array.
A = fltarr(6,6)
A[*,0]=[ref_xi,ref_yi,0,0,l,0]
A [* , 1] = [0 , 0 , ref_xi, ref_yi,0,1]
A [* , 2] = [ref_xj , ref_yj , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0]
A [* , 3] = [0 , 0 , ref_xj , ref_yj ,0,1]
A [* , 4] = [ref_xk, ref_yk,0,0,1,0]
A [* , 5] = [0 , 0 , ref_xk, ref_yk,0,1]
; find the inverse and solve for all the unknowns.
A_inv=invert(A, stat)
cor = [cor_xi,cor_yi,cor_xj ,cor_yj ,cor_xk,cor_yk]
ans = A_inv ## transpose (cor)
rot = [ [ans [0] , ans [1] ] , [ans [2] , ans [3] ] ]
det = determ(rot, /check)
if (det ne 0.0) then $
rot = (l/det)*rot
for rotl=0,3 do rot [rotl]=((rot [rotl] > (-0.99)) < 0.99)
if ( (rot [0] +rot [3] ) eq 0 ) then theta = !pi/2 else $
theta = atari ( (rot [l]-rot [2] )/(rot [0]+rot [3] ) )
; find theta, tx and ty.
theta = theta*180/!pi
lat_x=ans [4]
lat_y=ans [5]
; append a new row to trans.
trans= $
transpose ( [transpose (trans) , transpose ( [theta, lat_x,lat_y,i, j ,k] )] )
endfor
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; now that we have all combinations, do a 3D histogram
; to figure out the most likely transformation.
hist=hist_3d(trans[l,*] .trans [2,*] , trans [0,*] , $
minl=-1023,maxl=1024,binl=8, $
min2=-1023,max2=1024,bin2=8, $
min3=-89 ,max3=90 , bin3=2)
siz=size(hist)
p = where (hist eq max (hist))
if (p[0] ne -1) and (n_elements(p) eq 1) then begin
pz=p [0] / (long (256) *long (256) )
p = p[0] mod (long(256)*long(256))
px = p mod long (256)
py = p / long(256)
px_min=px*8-1023
px_max=(px+l)*8-1023
py_min=py*8-1023
py_max=(py+l)*8-1023
pz_min=pz*2-89
pz_max= (pz+2) *2-89
p = where ( (trans [1,*] ge px_min) AND $
(trans [1,*] It px_max) AND $
(trans [2,*] ge py_min) AND $
(trans [2,*] It py_max) AND $
(trans [0,*] ge pz_min) AND $
(trans [0,*] It pz_max) $
)
if (p[0] ne -1) then trans=trans[*,p] else return, -1
; Now we only retain the combinations that produced
; the most likely transformation parameters.
trans=trans [3 : * , *]
trans=reform (trans , n_elements (trans) )
; now we sort and reject the combinations that appeared
: less than 5 times.
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trans=trans [sort (trans) ]
min_trans=min (trans )
hist = histogram(trans)
if (n_elements(p) le 10) then $
q = where (hist It 2) else $
q = where (hist It 5)
for count=0, n_elements(q)-l do begin
p = where (trans ne (q[count]+min_trans))
if p[0] ne -1 then $
trans = trans [p]
endfor
p=trans [uniq(trans)]
result = result [*,p]
; isolate the combinations that produced the most
; likely matches.
endif else return, -1
endelse
; Add the 511.5 back to the result.
return, result+511.1
end
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